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CHAPTER 7

Critical Research Gaps in
Understanding the Effects of
Prolonged Time in Restrictive
Housing on Inmates and the
Institutional Environment
Daniel P. Mears, Ph.D.
Florida State University College of Criminology and Criminal Justice

Introduction

T

his white paper reviews the state of research on the effects of prolonged
time in restrictive housing on inmates and the institutional environment
of prison systems. It then identifies prominent research gaps that warrant
attention in efforts to guide future policy. The summary assessment is that
there exists too little credible research to state with confidence the effectiveness
of restrictive housing. The practice may produce benefits, such as improved
inmate behavior and reduced recidivism. It also may produce harms, including
worsened inmate behavior and mental health and higher rates of recidivism.
Additional benefits and harms may exist, but extant research has not provided a
consistent scientific basis for establishing them.
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What is the context for evaluating the effects of restrictive housing? Prison
systems seek to incapacitate and rehabilitate individuals who have committed
crimes and to do so in a way that protects society, prison personnel, and inmates.
Achieving these goals is challenging. Those who go to prison do not want to
be there and may be prone to violence and violating rules. They also may act
violently or break rules in response to prison conditions. How prisons are run
may affect inmates as well. In addition, the prison system may implement rules,
programs, services, vocational training, educational training, and other measures
that may decrease or increase misconduct. When prison systems work well,
inmates, officers, and other staff are safe; programming, services, and treatment
are provided; and inmates returned to society are less likely to reoffend. When
these systems do not work well, inmates and officers are harmed; programming,
services, and treatment are minimal; and recidivism rates are high.
Corrections officials employ different strategies for promoting safety and order.
One strategy is restrictive housing, which typically involves confining inmates
who may pose a threat to prison safety and order alone in a single cell for
varying periods of time. Various terms have been used to capture this idea —
supermaximum (“supermax”) housing, administrative segregation, extended
isolation, restrictive housing, and so on. Inmates housed in this way may be
confined to their cells for up to 23 hours per day and have few privileges. This
housing is costly to build and operate, and yet may be critical to maintaining
safety and order. Alternatively, it may be ineffective, harmful, or less cost-efficient
than alternative strategies for managing inmates and prison systems.
The use of restrictive housing increased dramatically in recent decades. Its use
was justified in part by the idea that it would help manage disruptive and violent
inmates (King, 1999; Riveland, 1999; Briggs et al., 2003; Neal, 2003; Bruton, 2004;
Browne et al., 2011; Mears, 2013; Ross, 2013; Baumgartel et al., 2015; Richards,
2015). In this time, concerns have been raised about the need, effectiveness, or
appropriateness of this type of housing. These concerns have escalated in recent
years, centering on its potential harms and overuse. A recent national estimate
indicates that as many as one in five inmates in prison or jail spend time in
restrictive housing (Beck, 2015:1). Members of the U.S. Supreme Court and
Congress have called for reforms, as have the President and the Federal Bureau of
Prisons. In response, state departments of corrections have begun reviewing their
policies for placing inmates in restrictive housing (Durbin, 2012, 2013; Goode,
2012; Mears, 2013; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013; McGinnis
et al., 2014; Baker & Goode, 2015; Baumgartel et al., 2015; Obama, 2016; U.S.
Department of Justice Work Group, 2016). Central to discussions about this
type of prison housing are questions about the conditions under which it is
appropriate (leading to improved outcomes) and the conditions under which
it is inappropriate (potentially leading to adverse outcomes).
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Table 1. The State of Research on Restrictive Housing’s Impact on Inmates, Prisons, and Society
Question

Answer

1. Definition?

Varied; no clear consensus.

2. Goals?

Varied; no clear consensus.

3. Need?

Unclear.

4. Theory?

Unclear and varied.

5. Implementation?

Largely unknown.

6. Impacts?

Largely unknown; adverse effects on
inmate mental health seem likely.

7. Cost-efficiency?

Unknown relative to various other
approaches for achieving system goals.

8. Critical research gaps?

Many.

The limited evidence of restrictive housing’s effectiveness stems from the fact
that few credible studies of impact exist. It also stems from more fundamental
issues — a lack of consensus about the definition of such housing, ambiguity
about its goals, a lack of coherent theory underlying its use, and limited
assessment of how it is used. Clarity and information about each of these
dimensions is essential for understanding and evaluating the impact of
restrictive housing (e.g., goals dictate which outcomes matter). Accordingly,
this paper discusses these topics before reviewing what is known about the
impacts of restrictive housing and, in turn, the cost-efficiency of such housing relative
to other strategies for managing prisons and inmates. It then identifies critical gaps
in the present research and addresses questions that remain unanswered. Table 1
summarizes the state of research across all of these dimensions.
To arrive at this assessment, the paper discusses the following topics:
1. Definitional challenges associated with discussions of and research on
restrictive housing and, by extension, with evaluations of its impacts.
2. The goals of restrictive housing and their importance for conducting and
interpreting research on it.
3. The need for restrictive housing and the relevance of need for assessing impact.
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4. The theory behind such housing and its relevance for anticipating and
identifying its impact on inmates and their families, as well as on officers,
prisons, and communities.
5. The implementation of restrictive housing and its relevance for creating
beneficial or harmful impacts.
6. The impacts of restrictive housing on inmates and their families, as well as on
officers, prisons, and communities.
7. The cost-efficiency of restrictive housing.
8. Critical research gaps and questions that ideally will be addressed to advance
science, promote accountability, and place prison system management
strategies on a more evidence-based foundation for achieving a variety of
prison system goals.
The first five topics to be discussed dictate the outcomes that are relevant for
evaluating the impact of restrictive housing. When research is limited or absent for
any of these factors, there is a direct ripple effect for interpreting impact evaluation
findings. For example, if a study shows that a prison system consistently employs
restrictive housing for “nuisance” inmates, it would raise questions about how to
interpret a finding that such housing reduces prison system violence. With the
final three topics, the paper turns to discussing impacts, cost-efficiency, gaps in the
research, and questions that remain unanswered.
The methodology for the literature review was guided by several considerations.
First, given the broad scope, the paper focused on identifying general findings,
patterns, and issues that have been identified in the empirical literature on
restrictive housing. To this end, published empirical research, as well as reviews
of research, on various aspects of restricted housing were reviewed (e.g., who is
sent to such housing, its effects on recidivism). Second, primary emphasis was
given to works published in peer-reviewed academic journals, though reports
published by public and private research organizations were also reviewed. Third,
works were consulted that may not have specifically used the term “restrictive
housing” but nonetheless focused on what amounts to such housing. Fourth, the
review primarily examined empirical research that emphasized the long-term
effects of restrictive housing on inmates.

Definitions
Discussions of restrictive housing are plagued by inconsistencies in defining
exactly what constitutes such housing. This issue is described here to establish the
foundation on which any account of restrictive housing descriptions, estimates,
uses, goals, or impacts rests.
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What Is Restrictive Housing?
“Restrictive housing” does not refer to a single type of correctional housing
design. Broadly, it involves the isolation of some inmates in single-cell
confinement with little or no access to services, programming, privileges, or
other people, regardless of the particular goal of such confinement. Additionally,
a variety of terms are used to describe that situation. In some cases, one term
appears to describe different types of housing and goals, while in other cases,
different terms may describe similar housing and goals. In addition, there can
be considerable variation in the precise conditions or experiences that constitute
restrictive housing.
Accordingly, before discussing the state of empirical evidence on restrictive
housing, this paper reviews the variation in terminology, goals, and the “nuts and
bolts” of what counts as restrictive housing. The bottom-line assessment, though,
is that differences in terminology make it difficult to arrive at clear or definitive
statements about the state of empirical research on restrictive housing.

The Problem of Varying Terminology
One source of confusion in discussing restrictive housing is the varying
terminology used by federal and state governments to describe what appears to
be the same thing — extended isolation in single-cell confinement with limited
access to programming, services, treatment, visitation, or the like, which has been
a mainstay of prison systems for many decades (National Institute of Corrections,
1997; Henningsen et al., 1999; King, 1999; Naday et al., 2008; Mears, 2013; Ross,
2013; Frost & Monteiro, 2015; Richards, 2015). This variation in terminology
may indicate important differences in the goals or design of specific housing. It
may also mask similarities. For example, a study undertaken at the behest of the
National Institute of Corrections found that states used the following terms to
describe what appeared to be similar housing: “special housing unit, maxi-maxi,
maximum control facility, secure housing unit, intensive management unit, and
administrative maximum penitentiary” (Riveland, 1999:5). That report described
all such housing as “supermax housing.” In the past two decades, increased
attention has turned to supermaximum (supermax) security housing, in large
part because many states used this terminology (Mears, 2006).
More recently, however, attention has centered on the term “solitary
confinement,” in part because of calls by some legislators for reforms in the
use of inmate isolation (Sen. Dick Durbin 2012, 2013; Shames et al., 2015).
Despite this shift toward “solitary confinement” and “isolation” terminology,
many policymaker, advocacy, and scholarly accounts appear to refer to the same
underlying phenomenon of extended stays in single-cell confinement for up to 23
to 24 hours per day. At the same time, there continue to be widespread references
to supermax housing and to various other terms, such as “administrative
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segregation” and “segregated housing,” that denote extended isolation in such
confinement for months or years. The terms segregation, solitary confinement,
and isolation all underscore that a central feature of this type of housing
experience is that inmates typically reside alone in a cell, rarely leaving it except
for an hour or two each day, depending on the inmate’s behavior.
Most recently, another term — restrictive housing — has come into use (Kane
et al., 2013; McGinnis et al., 2014; Baumgartel et al., 2015; Beck, 2015). It, too,
is defined as an extended stay in, typically, single-cell confinement with limited
access to programming, services, treatment, and so on. However, this term has
the potential virtue of avoiding some ideological connotations that other terms,
such as supermax housing, may convey. In addition, the Association of State
Correctional Administrators (ASCA) uses this term and has emphasized that it
covers a range of housing conditions captured by various prison classification
systems, though it states that the term should not be used to include protective
custody (Association of State Correctional Administrators, 2013:1). Other
reports use restrictive housing to refer to administrative segregation but not to
segregation that is used for punishment or protective custody (Baumgartel et al.,
2015:11).
This definitional ambiguity is amplified by the lack of clear operational
definitions and by state administrators and researchers who use the different
terms interchangeably. It is amplified, too, by the fact that inmates may
experience lengthy stays in single-cell housing regardless of whether they were
placed there for protective custody, punishment, or management goals.

The Problem of Varying Goals
Another source of confusion is that the goals associated with restrictive housing
(or analogous terms) vary. The following three-category typology, based on
different goals, is frequently used to distinguish different types of restrictive
housing (Mears & Watson, 2006; Shalev, 2009; McGinnis et al., 2014; Shames
et al., 2015).
The first goal is restrictive housing to protect an inmate, which is known as
protective custody housing. It provides temporary protection of an inmate.
Typically, inmates would not be housed for an extended stay in isolation merely
for their protection; however, inmates may well serve many months in such
housing for this purpose.
The second goal is restrictive housing to punish an inmate, which is known as
punishment or disciplinary custody. Here, again, lengthy stays in isolation should
be unusual, but lengthy stays may occur. Prison system rules may prohibit stays
of more than a set period of time (e.g., 30 days), but exceptions exist. Inmates,
for example, might violate rules or act violently while in punitive segregation,
thereby activating a new or extended stay. Alternatively, inmates’ status might
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change; they may transition from punitive segregation to segregation for the
purpose of achieving some management goal. Once again, the frequency of such
extended stays is largely unknown.
The third goal is restrictive housing to isolate inmates for some management
reason. There is no specific naming convention for this sort of isolation beyond
suggesting that it serves managerial purposes. Restrictive housing may be used,
for example, to manage the “worst of the worst” inmates (Henningsen et al.,
1999; King, 1999; Riveland, 1999; Mears, 2006, 2008b, 2013; Mears & Watson,
2006; Shalev, 2009; Butler et al., 2012; Richards, 2015). The meaning of “manage”
frequently is not clear. The term might refer to any of a range of possible goals. One
national study of supermax housing, for example, asked corrections officials and
wardens for their views of the goals of such housing. The respondents reported that
the goals included (Mears & Castro, 2006; Mears & Watson, 2006) —
• Increasing prison safety systemwide.
• Increasing prison order systemwide.
• Reducing the likelihood of prison riots.
• Incapacitating violent inmates.
• Improving the behavior of inmates who experience supermax confinement.
• Reducing the influence of gangs in prisons.
• Increasing public safety.

The Problem of Varying Designs
Yet another source of confusion in discussions about restrictive housing is
variation in the nuts-and-bolts design of the housing (National Institute of
Corrections, 1997; Riveland, 1999; King, 1999; Toch, 2003; Pizarro & Stenius,
2004; Naday et al., 2008; Shalev, 2009; Butler et al., 2012; Ross, 2013). The
following questions illustrate this confusion. What building structures are
considered restrictive housing — a separate housing unit, a wing of a building, a
set of designated restrictive housing cells? Is technology of some type required?
Does such housing always entail single-cell confinement or can it include
housing two inmates in the same cell for extended periods? Does the duration
of the stay matter? Does the inmate need to spend 23 hours per day in the cell,
or would 16 or 22 hours per day suffice? Does an individual need to be held
in such housing for a minimum number of days? Does the precise goal matter
in identifying housing? For example, does confining an inmate in isolation
for 36 hours to help him or her to “cool down” count as restrictive housing? Is
it necessary that inmates have limited privileges, including limited access to
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programming, services, treatment, visitation, and so on? Just how intense do the
limitations need to be to create conditions that amount to restrictive housing?
No agreement exists about such issues. The reality is that restrictive housing
refers to a highly heterogeneous set of conditions. In many cases, the
heterogeneity may mask a core commonality: extended isolation with little or
no access to programming, services, treatment, or visitation. In other cases, the
heterogeneity may signal important nuances that differentiate the experience of
restrictive housing from one facility or state to another.

The Relevance of Varying Definitions, Goals, and Design
These sources of confusion have compromised the ability of different parties
— policymakers, practitioners, advocates, researchers, and so on — to talk
meaningfully or accurately about restrictive housing. In some cases, these groups
may be discussing the same phenomenon, but in others they may be discussing
different phenomena. Conversely, it may appear that the same phenomenon is
under discussion when in reality different phenomena are being compared. The
situation is unfortunate because definitions, goals, and prison design matter.
First, definitions — If different housing types are being compared using similar
terminology, then the risk is that incorrect inferences will be drawn about the
effects of a given housing type. Similarly, if two types of housing share important
similarities, then differing terminology may create the impression that the two
types are fundamentally different from one another.
Second, goals — Goals matter greatly for evaluating the need, theory, use,
impact, and efficiency of restrictive housing. If the goal is to punish inmates, then
an assessment of the extent to which punishable behavior warrants restrictive
housing should be undertaken. An assessment of the extent to which the
punishment in fact constitutes punishment, on theoretical grounds, also should
be undertaken. In addition, an assessment of impact is needed. (Some inmates
may seek to be placed in restrictive housing, which highlights the fact that such
housing is not intrinsically punishment (Lovell et al., 2000; Mears & Watson,
2006; Mears, 2013). Not least, the extent to which restrictive housing results in
greater benefits than costs — ideally more so than some alternative strategy —
should be assessed. Similar assessments are needed for each goal of restrictive
housing.
Third, design — The conditions of restrictive housing also matter for evaluating
its impact. Different combinations of restrictive housing features or experiences
may result in varying effects on inmates or prisons. For example, a prison system
in which restrictive housing involves stays of four to six months with as much
programming, services, and treatment as can be provided may well result in
different effects on inmate mental health, misconduct, or recidivism compared to
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a system where restrictive housing involves much longer stays and limited or no
programming, services, or treatment.

Restrictive Housing Defined
For this white paper, restrictive housing is defined as single-cell confinement for
relatively extended periods with limited or no access to programming, services,
treatment, visitation, and the like. Goals for its use are protective custody,
punishment, or any of a range of specific management objectives. This definition
recognizes that lengthy stays in restrictive housing may occur regardless of
whether inmates are placed there for protective custody, punishment, or a
managerial reason. It also recognizes that some restrictive housing may allow for
two inmates per cell. The primary commonality in discussions about extended
isolation is that inmates are isolated from others, so this paper defines restrictive
housing as single-cell confinement.
An advantage of this definition is that it accords with many sorts of restrictive
housing — administrative segregation, supermax prisons, extended isolation,
and so on — as well as with the 2015 Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) national
study of restrictive housing (see, generally, National Institute of Corrections,
1997; Beck, 2015; Riveland, 1999; King, 1999; Rhodes, 2004; Naday et al., 2008;
Shalev, 2009; Association of State Correctional Administrators, 2013; Mears,
2006, 2013; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013; Kane et al., 2013;
Ross, 2013; Gendreau & Labrecque, 2015; Labrecque, 2015a; Morris, 2015). In
addition, it recognizes that restrictive housing may begin for one purpose (e.g.,
management) but continue to be used for another (e.g., punishment). Even so, a
disadvantage of this definition is that it obscures the fact that extended isolation
may vary greatly with respect to factors such as goals, design, and operations. The
only alternative to consistently using “restrictive housing” or some other term is
to standardize a typology of housing that all prison systems might agree to use
and follow. Such a typology does not currently exist (Beck, 2015).
In the end, the general concern appears to center around extended isolation,
regardless of the particular goals or characteristics of facilities, and the need to
ensure that it is used only when necessary.

Restrictive Housing Inmate Estimates
Prior to the 2015 BJS study, estimates of the prevalence of inmates in restrictive
housing varied considerably and did so based on less credible sources of
information than the data obtained from the large survey sample of inmates
who were interviewed for the study. Before discussing the BJS estimates, several
previous sources of information warrant discussion.
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In 1996, the National Institute of Corrections examined the prevalence of
supermax housing. The Institute’s definition of supermax housing was as follows:
In this survey, ‘supermax’ housing is defined as a free-standing facility, or a
distinct unit within a facility that provides for the management and secure
control of inmates who have been officially designated as exhibiting violent or
serious and disruptive behavior while incarcerated. Such inmates have been
determined to be a threat to safety and security in traditional high-security
facilities, and their behavior can be controlled only by separation, restricted
movement, and limited direct access to staff and other inmates (National
Institute of Corrections, 1997:2).
The Institute excluded from consideration protective custody and disciplinary
segregation. Even so, it found that supermax housing is sometimes used for
“routine segregation purposes (e.g., discipline, protective custody, and program
segregation)” (National Institute of Corrections, 1997:3). The Institute provided
no national estimate, though its report indicated that “there are at least 57
supermax facilities/units nationwide . . . providing a total of more than 13,500
beds” (National Institute of Corrections, 1997:3).
In 1999, Roy King used the Institute’s information to estimate that in 1998 there
were 20,000 inmates — approximately 2 percent of all state and federal inmates
— serving time in supermax housing (King, 1999). Two-thirds of states had such
housing and others had plans for building it (King, 1999; Riveland, 1999).
In 2006, drawing on a national survey of prison wardens, an Urban Institute
study undertaken by Daniel P. Mears estimated that, in 2004, 44 states had
supermax housing. The definition used was similar to that used in the National
Institute of Corrections study:
For the purposes of this survey, a supermax is defined as a stand-alone unit or
part of another facility and is designated for violent or disruptive inmates. It
typically involves up to 23-hour-per-day, single-cell confinement for an indefinite
period of time. Inmates in supermax housing have minimal contact with staff
and other inmates (Mears, 2005:49).
Using this information and that of the King estimate, the Mears study
estimated that approximately 25,000 inmates served time in such housing, and
emphasized both that the number was a rough approximation and that it likely
underestimated the true prevalence of supermax incarceration (Mears, 2005:40).
In 2008, Alexandra Naday and colleagues estimated that the number of inmates
in supermax housing nationally ranged from a low of 5,000 to a high of
100,000, with the most frequently cited estimate being around 20,000 (Naday
et al., 2008:77). In recent years, the 2004 estimate of 25,000 from the Urban
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Institute study has prevailed and, for example, surfaced in the Davis v. Ayala
2015 U.S. Supreme Court decision.1 Naday and colleagues examined the basis
for the counts of supermax housing provided in these sources and argued “that
disagreements about definitions, changing policies and court decisions, reporting
and recording errors, and different counting procedures have led to a lack of
reliable and valid data on supermax” housing (Naday et al., 2008:69). They
noted, for example, that the National Institute of Corrections study expressly
excluded any segregation housing used for protective custody or disciplinary
segregation (Naday et al., 2008:72). They also observed that the count estimates
provided by the American Correctional Association and the Criminal Justice
Institute stemmed from a definition that focused on the conditions of supermax
housing and largely ignored the various uses for solitary confinement, thus
creating a discrepancy between this definition and that of the National Institute
of Corrections (Naday et al., 2008:72). The authors then identified marked
inconsistencies in the security-level status of many facilities throughout the
country, noting that various studies used operational capacity rather than actual
utilization rates, thereby creating different estimates. The authors concluded that
such variation, as well as inconsistent definitions across states and in studies,
made it difficult to arrive at a valid estimate of the number of inmates who
experienced supermax housing.
In 2014, Yale Law School, in conjunction with ASCA, conducted a survey of
state and federal corrections administrators about the use of administrative
segregation (Baumgartel et al., 2015). The results suggested that 66,000 prisoners
in the 34 jurisdictions that provided counts were “in some form of restricted
housing — whether termed ‘administrative segregation,’ ‘disciplinary segregation,’
or ‘protective custody’” (Baumgartel et al., 2015:ii). The report then noted, “If
that number is illustrative of the whole, some 80,000 to 100,000 people were,
in 2014, in segregation.” The numbers did not include individuals in restrictive
housing in jails or juvenile custodial facilities (Baumgartel et al., 2015:ii). This
estimate was based on self-reports from corrections administrators, so its
accuracy is unknown (Baumgartel et al., 2015:12).
The BJS study was published in 2015. Based on a national survey sample of
91,177 inmates in state and federal prisons and jails, the study provides, arguably,
the most accurate current estimate of restrictive housing prevalence nationally.
It bears emphasizing, however, that prior studies used varying definitions and
data sources. As a result, anyone comparing the estimates should be aware of

1

Davis v. Ayala, 135 S. Ct. 2187, decided on June 18, 2015, concerned a case involving peremptory challenges
that were alleged by Ayala to have been race-based; the Court reversed the judgement of the Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit. The legal aspects of the case did not involve restrictive housing. However, Justice Kennedy,
in a concurring opinion, took note of the fact that the respondent, Ayala, had spent the bulk of his term of
incarceration, since receiving a death penalty sentence in 1989, in solitary confinement. Justice Kennedy then
noted that 25,000 inmates were estimated to be serving their sentence in solitary confinement and criticized the
use of such confinement, arguing that it was overused and caused harms to inmates.
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those differences. The National Institute of Corrections study and the Mears/
Urban Institute study, for example, used supermax terminology and thus focused
primarily on the subset of inmates placed in restrictive housing for managerial
purposes. Accordingly, the studies underestimated prevalence for all forms of
restrictive housing. Conversely, the Yale/ASCA study focused on restrictive
housing, defined as segregation that might include managerial purposes
but also protective custody and punishment. The BJS survey asked inmates
directly whether they were, or had spent time, in disciplinary or administrative
segregation or solitary confinement (Beck, 2015:16).
According to the BJS study, the following prevalence estimates can be generated
from its National Inmate Survey:
• An estimated 4.4 percent of state and federal inmates and 2.7 percent of jail
inmates were in restrictive housing on an average day in 2011-2012.
• An estimated 20 percent of prisoners and 18 percent of jail inmates spent
time in such housing in the prior year or since arriving at the facility where
they were surveyed.
• An estimated 10 percent of prisoners and 5 percent of jail inmates spent 30
days or longer in some form of restrictive housing (Beck, 2015:1).
BJS did not include counts of inmates. If the percentages above were applied
to the year-end 2013 prison and jail population counts nationally, they would
suggest the following:2
• An estimated 90,000 inmates (70,000 prisoners and 20,000 jail inmates)
reside in restrictive housing on an average day.
• An estimated 447,000 inmates (315,000 prisoners and 132,000 jail inmates)
spent time in restrictive housing in the past year or since arriving at their
current facility.
• An estimated 195,000 inmates (158,000 prisoners and 37,000 jail inmates)
spent 30 days or longer in restrictive housing.
Several observations about these estimates warrant discussion. First, the
percentages suggest that restrictive housing is used far more frequently than past
estimates indicate. Given that prison populations have greatly increased in recent
decades, restrictive housing is used for many more inmates than in prior years,
and thereby may have greater effects on prisoners than previously thought.
Second, the fact that in one 10 inmates reports having spent at least 30 days in
restrictive housing suggests that prior studies substantially undercounted inmates
2

Glaze and Kaeble (2015:2) reported that, at year-end 2013, 1,574,700 individuals were incarcerated in state or
federal prisons and that 731,200 individuals were incarcerated in jails.
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in supermax housing. Inmates might well serve 30 days or more for protective
custody or disciplinary confinement; however, this confinement may well be
restricted primarily to situations in which an inmate is placed in isolation for a
broader managerial purpose, which would fit more with the goal of supermax
housing. If so, the estimate is, again, substantially greater than what has been
suggested in prior studies of supermax incarceration.
Third, restrictive housing is common in jails. Accordingly, national discussions
about restrictive housing should focus on both prisons and jails.
Fourth, if the percentages identified in 2011-2012 hold for current prison and
jail populations, then prior counts of inmates in restrictive housing — including
those held for protective custody, disciplinary segregation, and managerial
segregation — are substantially underestimated. Upper-end estimates have
indicated that 100,000 inmates are in solitary confinement. The estimates based
on applying the BJS percentages to current (year-end 2013) prison and jail
populations suggest that 195,000 inmates spent 30 days or more in restrictive
housing, and that 447,000 inmates spent some time in such housing.
Fifth, restrictive housing exists in many other countries, but the United States
appears to employ it more than other countries. However, little is known
empirically about country-by-country differences in the design, uses, or effects of
such housing (Ross, 2013; Richards, 2015).
Finally, it is unlikely that agreement about whether such housing is ever
appropriate on moral grounds will occur (Mears & Castro, 2006; Mears &
Watson, 2006; Mears et al., 2013). Regardless, it may be possible to garner
agreement about its appropriateness based on whether its benefits exceed its
costs and do so to a markedly greater degree than other approaches to achieving
prison and jail goals.

Goals
Evaluation of a policy’s impacts begins with clarity about its goals. There is,
in fact, little clarity about the precise goals of restrictive housing. Instead, a
range of goals for its use can be and have been articulated, which has greatly
impeded progress in evaluating the impacts of restrictive housing. The lack of
consistent, precise goals across studies is one reason that so little is known about
its effectiveness. The different goals, and their implications for research on and
discussions about restrictive housing, are discussed below.

Diverse Goals
Accounts of restrictive housing consistently identify that it can serve three goals:
to protect some inmates, to punish others, or to achieve management goals, such
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as incapacitating out-of-control inmates or creating more systemwide safety and
order. Although protection and punishment appear to be straightforward goals,
they are not. For example, it is not clear that isolation provides better protection
than some other strategy or that it achieves some desired level of retribution. In
addition, the management goals that might be achieved through segregation vary.
The following goals associated with restrictive housing were identified by drawing
on prior studies, particularly the Urban Institute study of supermax housing.3

Goal 1 — Increased systemwide prison safety, including fewer riots, murders,
and assaults.
This requires improved conduct among inmates living in or released from
restrictive housing and among general population inmates.

Goal 2 — Increased systemwide prison order.
Although safety and order are often viewed as a single concept, the two words
represent distinct phenomena.4 Whereas safety involves preventing violence or
injury, order centers on the extent to which inmates adhere to rules, procedures,
policies, and everyday routines. Disorder in a prison system might contribute
to violence, but it need not do so. Conversely, an orderly prison system might
experience violence. In any case, prison systems view order as a priority, one that
they hope improves safety. Greater order may stem from inmates who experience
restrictive housing, from all other inmates, or both.

Goal 3 — Increased control of prisoners.
Many accounts observe that restrictive housing serves to control certain
prisoners. The meaning of control varies. For example, control can mean
incapacitating an inmate who poses an immediate and pressing threat to safety,
reducing an inmate’s ability to instigate others, or providing an inmate with a
setting in which to cool down before potentially harming themselves or others
(Burt, 1981; DiIulio, 1987; Logan, 1993; Sparks et al., 1996).

3

Analysis indicates that restrictive housing serves many different goals in other countries as well (Ross, 2013;
Richards, 2015).

4

Full discussion of the results is provided in Mears (2005, 2006), Mears and Castro (2006), and Mears and
Watson (2006). The identified goals are not necessarily prioritized by each state, and some states may
prioritize one or more of them. They are ones that the Urban Institute study identified from interviews with state
legislators and corrections officials and staff, a survey of state prison wardens, and from articles and reports on
supermax housing (e.g., National Institute of Corrections, 1997; Stickrath & Bucholtz, 2003; Pizarro & Stenius,
2004; Shalev, 2009; Richards, 2015). Some states may prioritize one or more or all of the goals. In the Urban
Institute study, supermax housing was defined in such a way as to include protective custody, punishment, and
management goals. Analysis indicates that restrictive housing serves many different goals in other countries as
well (Ross, 2013; Richards, 2015).
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Goal 4 — Improved behavior of violent and disruptive prisoners (Stickrath &
Bucholtz, 2003).
Improved behavior among this population should contribute to greater prison
safety. With restrictive housing, however, the emphasis is on safety that results
from rehabilitation or some other change in the inmate, as opposed to safety that
results solely from incapacitating the inmate. Corrections officials in the Urban
Institute study who emphasized this goal also emphasized the goal of successfully
reintegrating inmates from restrictive housing back into the general prison
population (Atherton, 2001). From this perspective, success includes not only
incapacitating the inmate from engaging in or inciting violence or misconduct
but also promoting successful reentry into general population facilities.

Goal 5 — Reduced gang influence.
Many accounts point to restrictive housing as a way to reduce gang influence in
prisons (Mears & Watson, 2006; see also Ward & Werlich, 2003). This outcome
can be viewed as a goal in and of itself or as a means to achieve other goals, such
as improved systemwide prison safety or order.

Goal 6 — Protection of certain inmates.
Some inmates may be at risk of victimization and may warrant special housing
to protect them. In such cases, such housing would not necessarily need to be
restrictive (e.g., 23 hours per day in solitary confinement) unless a particular
need for certain restrictions existed. Stays in such housing typically would not
be extended, though it is possible that inmates placed in restrictive housing for
protection may reside there for extended periods. Such circumstances may stem
from the need for further protection, misconduct committed while in restrictive
housing, or some other reason.

Goal 7 — Punishment.
Restrictive housing may be used to punish inmates. Punishment can be viewed
as a goal in and of itself — in such cases, it constitutes retribution. How much
retribution is appropriate within prisons for various infractions or crimes is
not well-established. Since no clear consensus exists, prison systems institute
sanctions, within legal limits, that become established practice. Punishment can
also implicate several related goals. It can be viewed as a means to other ends,
such as public safety. For example, it can serve to deter an inmate from engaging
in problem behavior again. It can also serve as a general deterrent that reduces
the likelihood that other inmates will engage in violent or disruptive behavior.
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Goal 8 — Increased public safety.
Restrictive housing can be viewed as a strategy for increasing public safety.
A legislator in one study commented, for example, that a low escape rate
might serve to show a supermax prison’s effectiveness (National Institute of
Corrections, 1997; Austin et al., 1998; Grann, 2004; Pizarro & Stenius, 2004;
Reiter, 2012). Recidivism is, in general, a metric that has been used to measure
the effectiveness of corrections.

Goal 9 — Improved correctional system efficiency.
There are several strategies for achieving various prison system goals. Restrictive
housing can be viewed as a cost-effective strategy for achieving these goals
(Mears & Watson, 2006). For example, instead of dispersing violent or disruptive
inmates throughout the prison system, concentrating them in one place creates
potential economies of scale, including reduced transportation and staff training
costs (Hershberger, 1998).

Evaluating Restrictive Housing — Need, Theory, Use, Impact,
and Efficiency
Identification of relevant goals is essential for evaluating the need for restrictive
housing, the theory that guides its use, whether its use is appropriate, its impacts,
and its efficiency. These dimensions — need, theory, use, impact, and efficiency
— collectively constitute what Peter Rossi and colleagues call “evaluation
hierarchy,” which provides a foundation on which to systematically assess a
policy (Mears & Reisig, 2006; Mears & Watson, 2006).
Some examples might illustrate how evaluation hierarchy might work. If the
goal is to punish certain inmates using restrictive housing, then information is
needed about how many inmates engage in punishable behavior that warrants
placement in such housing. Research is also needed on the theory underlying
restrictive housing as punishment, the extent to which restrictive housing is used
appropriately, and whether it in fact achieves a desired level of retribution.
By contrast, if the goal is to reduce prison riots, a parallel set of questions arises
that center not on punishment but on riots. For example, to what extent do riots
occur and to what extent are they caused by individual inmates? How many such
inmates exist? By what logic will restrictive housing reduce their ability to cause
riots? Are the inmates most at risk of inducing riots placed in restrictive housing,
or are nuisance inmates placed in such housing instead? Does restrictive housing
reduce riots? If so, does it do so more cost-efficiently than some other alternative?
These questions — those focused on need, theory, use, impact, and efficiency —
are all specific to the particular goals associated with restrictive housing (Rossi
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et al., 2004; Mears 2010). For example, if restrictive housing is used to improve
systemwide prison safety and order, then evaluations that address each of these
dimensions must be undertaken (Mears & Reisig, 2006). How much violence
and disorder exists? What causes violence and disorder? Are a select few inmates
the primary cause? How exactly will brief, intermediate, or long-term stays in
restrictive housing improve safety and order? Are the inmates who contribute
most to violence and disorder in fact in restrictive housing? How much
systemwide safety and order result from the use of restrictive housing? What is
the cost-benefit ratio? Is it greater than what might arise from other strategies for
improving systemwide safety and order?

A Balanced Assessment of the Impact of Restrictive Housing
A balanced assessment of the impact of restrictive housing requires evaluation of
the extent to which it contributes to its different goals. It also requires subjective
assessments about which particular goals are most important. States may vary,
for example, in the extent to which they use restrictive housing for one goal
rather than another (Mears & Castro, 2006; Mears & Watson 2006). Accordingly,
impact evaluations should assess how well restrictive housing achieves various
goals and weight these goals against a state’s stated goals for the housing.
In addition, even if restricted housing seeks to achieve only one goal, unintended
impacts, whether positive or negative, should be considered in arriving at a
balanced assessment of impact (Mears & Watson, 2006). For example, no state
uses restrictive housing with the intended goal of worsening inmate mental
health or recidivism outcomes, yet such housing may do so.

Need
Restrictive housing may be needed and may serve a critical role in achieving
prison system goals. Alternatively, it may not be needed, and some other strategy
may be more appropriate for achieving these goals or addressing specific
problems. Accordingly, clarity about the need for restrictive housing is critical for
understanding the extent to which it achieves various goals. The state of evidence
to date provides little credible empirical basis for knowing whether or how much
restrictive housing has been or is needed.

The Need for Restrictive Housing Depends on the Goal
Is restrictive housing needed? The answer depends on the goal. If restrictive
housing serves to control especially dangerous, violent, or disruptive inmates,
then there may be a need if such inmates exist. They assuredly do, and so need
would be based on assessing how many such inmates warrant restrictive housing.
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However, the situation is complicated by other goals that exist for restrictive
housing. For each goal, a prison system will want to understand the prevalence
of a particular problem that restrictive housing is intended to address. For
example, if restrictive housing serves to punish inmates, how many individuals
commit the kinds of acts that warrant placement in restrictive housing? How
long can inmates be expected to reside in restrictive housing? By answering such
questions, prison system officials might begin to determine how many restrictive
housing beds it needs. Whatever the final answer may be, it will differ from the
number arrived at if the focus is on a different goal, such as protecting inmates or
reducing gang influence in prisons.

The Need for Restrictive Housing Depends on the Causes of
Particular Problems
Whether restrictive housing is needed depends on the causes of the problems
it is intended to address — perhaps an inmate cannot be protected through any
other approach, perhaps an inmate committed an act that warrants punishment,
or perhaps an inmate engaged in activities that somehow created problems
that posed a risk to the prison system. In each instance, many facilities might
determine that restrictive housing is needed. Typically, their focus would then
shift to how many inmates fit these different profiles to determine how much
restrictive housing should be built. However, this straightforward approach
would be inappropriate for several reasons. Two examples illustrate why.
First, the need may not be for restrictive housing; rather, it may be for efforts that
target the causes of the inmate behaviors. Poor staff professionalism or limited
rehabilitative programming at a given facility, for example, might result in some
inmates not receiving the protection they may need. These conditions also might
contribute to other problems such as violence and infractions. Accordingly,
in such situations, the need is not for restrictive housing. Instead, the facility
may need to institute efforts that improve staff professionalism and increase
rehabilitative programming opportunities (Sykes, 1958; DiIulio, 1987; Cooke,
1989; Sparks et al., 1996; Kassel, 1998; Reisig, 1998; Bottoms, 1999; Toch, 2003;
Rhodes, 2004; French & Gendreau, 2006; Mears & Reisig, 2006; Mears, 2008a,
2013; Useem & Piehl, 2008; Browne et al., 2011; Cullen et al., 2014).
Second, the need may not be for restrictive housing; rather, it may be for first
employing a continuum of alternative and less costly strategies. Restrictive housing
has been described by corrections officials as a “last resort” option (Mears,
2013) — the equivalent of an emergency room in a hospital. Long before
using this option, other, less costly options — such as promoting greater staff
professionalism, ensuring fair and consistent enforcement of rules, improving
officer and inmate culture, providing targeted programming that addresses
each inmate’s individual risks and needs, relying on evidence-based behavioral
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interventions, and so on — should be considered (Sykes, 1958; DiIulio, 1987;
French & Gendreau, 1996; Sparks et al., 1996; Reisig, 1998; Bottoms, 1999;
Riveland, 1999; Gendreau & Keyes, 2001; Briggs et al., 2003; Mears & Watson,
2006; Shalev, 2009). In many instances, there may not be a need for restrictive
housing but instead for more and better implementation of other options. If such
options have been exhausted and behavior still falls short, then there may be a
need for restrictive housing as another tool for addressing a particular problem.
In short, empirical assessment of the need for restrictive housing requires going
well beyond identifying a certain number of inmates for protection, punishment,
or some management goal. It requires explicit description of the precise problems
that restrictive housing is intended to address and the goals that it is intended to
achieve. It also requires empirical evaluation of the causes of these problems and
the extent to which those causes can be addressed through less costly options. Not
least, it requires evaluating the extent to which such options have been pursued in
sufficient doses, or with sufficient fidelity, to reduce a particular problem. If they
have not, then attention presumably should focus on improving the options, not
in taking recourse in a more expensive one. With such analyses in place, the focus
logically would turn to examining the need for restrictive housing.
Although there is little empirical evidence in the published literature that
restrictive housing is needed, it appears likely that prisons do need some such
housing. What is lacking, however, are empirically based evaluations that
document the need for restrictive housing relative to the need for a range of
other approaches that address the problems that restrictive housing is supposed
to address. Instead, states by and large appear to have focused on forecasting
based on current use. For example, if 500 inmates were in restrictive housing in
a given year, a state might assume that the use was needed and would continue
to incarcerate these inmates in restrictive housing. The state then might forecast
a need to increase the number of restrictive housing beds based on an expected
increase in the general inmate population. This approach largely sidesteps the
issues of whether the actual use was needed in the first place or what the current
need may be.5

The Need for and Impact of Restrictive Housing Depends on the
Point of Comparison
Restrictive housing, especially when used for management purposes, may be
viewed from at least two vantage points. The first is that such housing is rarely
5

An illustration of the potential problems with this approach can be found in a National Public Radio (2012)
interview with Walter Dickey, who was the director of the Wisconsin Division of Corrections from 1983-1987 and
subsequently the Federal Monitor for the supermax prison at Boscobel, Wisconsin: “I think one of the things that’s
happened, at least in a lot of states, Wisconsin’s one of them, is I think we grossly exaggerated the need for the
supermax prison and overbuilt it, and I think, not surprisingly, when you’ve got empty cells in a crowded prison
system, you tend to fill them up.”
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used. This characterized most state prison systems in the United States in the
1970s and early 1980s. When restrictive housing was rarely used, the question
for many states would have been, “To what extent is restrictive housing needed
in a context where it rarely is used?” Given the marked growth in restrictive
housing in subsequent decades, states clearly viewed restrictive housing as greatly
needed. However, there is little evidence that states systematically and empirically
assessed the need for this growth.
The second vantage point is that such housing is used relatively frequently.
This characterizes most states in contemporary America. The question for
many such states is, “To what extent is the current level of restrictive housing
needed?” Without a needs evaluation of the various problems that such housing
is intended to address, as well as the options available to address them, it will
remain difficult to answer that question.
Distinguishing between these scenarios is important, primarily to highlight
that current use should not necessarily be viewed as appropriate or needed.
Indeed, it may well be that past use consistently well exceeded the need or,
in some states, fallen short of the need. In both scenarios, research would
document the need empirically.

Theory
Theory, whether explicitly articulated or not, guides any policy or program.6
Restrictive housing is no different (Mears & Watson, 2006; Mears, 2013.) It
involves a causal logic: By changing some set of conditions or factors, restrictive
housing creates improvement in outcome. Any policy or program that lacks
a clear causal logic built on credible theory and research risks failure. A welldesigned policy or program that builds on credible theory is more likely to
provide clear guidance about implementation and to be effective. This axiom
applies to all social policy arenas, including criminal justice and corrections
(Rossi et al., 2004; Mears, 2010; Latessa et al., 2014). As discussed below, the
theory guiding restrictive housing is unclear; ambiguity in the theory complicates
evaluation of implementation and impact. It is a central reason why so little is
known about the impacts of restrictive housing or what contributes, in extant
studies, to any identified impact.

Ambiguity in the Theoretical Foundations of Restrictive Housing
Several ambiguities lie in the theoretical foundations of restrictive housing. The
diverse goals associated with such housing create ambiguity because a single
6

Theory guides research as well. Ideally, researchers and policymakers explicitly articulate the theory that guides
their efforts. Doing so identifies potentially problematic assumptions as well as important information about how
exactly a given phenomenon, or policy, contributes to a given outcome (Rossi et al., 2004; Mears, 2010).
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treatment — restrictive housing — is unlikely to achieve each goal through the
same causal pathways. Another source of ambiguity is the lack of clarity about
how restrictive housing might achieve any particular goal. This paper describes
prominent ambiguities in the theoretical or causal logic of restrictive housing.
First, with rare exception, the causal logic for restrictive housing has not been
formally articulated. Exceptions exist, such as a theoretical analysis of supermax
housing and how it might affect prison system safety and order (Mears & Reisig,
2006). However, states have not undertaken such analyses for particular housing
goals that they seek to achieve through restrictive housing (e.g., increasing prison
system safety or order, increasing control of prisoners, improving behavior
of violent or disruptive inmates, reducing gang influence, protecting certain
inmates, punishing certain inmates, increasing public safety, and improving
correctional system efficiency) (Mears & Reisig, 2006).
Second, the theory by which restrictive housing might achieve certain goals rests on
questionable assumptions. Several examples illustrate this issue.
Increasing systemwide safety and order. Restrictive housing has been viewed
as a primary strategy for increasing systemwide safety and order. One theory is
that inmates in restrictive housing, as well as those in the general population,
will be deterred from misconduct. However, any such effect depends on
restrictive housing meeting certain conditions required for deterrence to occur,
including objective and perceived certainty, celerity, and severity of punishment
(Paternoster, 2010). For example, inmates in restrictive housing must view it
as punishment; the fact that inmates sometimes seek to be placed in restrictive
housing suggests that it is not always viewed as punishment (Suedfeld, 1974;
Suedfeld et al., 1982; Lovell et al., 2000; Singer, 2003; Mears & Watson, 2006;
Richards, 2015). At the same time, inmates in the general prison population
may take stock of precisely what behaviors must occur to be placed in restrictive
housing and engage in only those that stop short of what is likely to result in such
placement (Pizarro & Stenius, 2004). In addition, perceived prison system misuse
or abuse of restrictive housing may engender ill will among inmates directly
or indirectly exposed to it. From the perspective of defiance theory, restrictive
housing may contribute to more rather than less violence and disorder (Sherman,
1993; see also Ward & Werlich, 2003, regarding the “rage hypothesis”).
Decreasing prison riots. In a number of states, restrictive housing increased
in response to prison riots; in turn, its use was justified on the grounds that
it could prevent riots from occurring. Riots in fact may stem from many
causes, only one of which is a set of violent or disruptive inmates (Martin &
Zimmerman, 1990; Boin & Rattray, 2004; Mears, 2008a). Officer professionalism
and interactions with inmates, consistent rule enforcement, provision of various
types of programming, and so on, all may contribute to reducing riots, while
their absence may contribute to increasing riots (Useem & Kimball 1991; Sparks
et al., 1996; Reisig, 1998; Bottoms, 1999; Gendreau & Keyes, 2001; Mears, 2008a;
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Useem & Piehl, 2008; Morris et al., 2012). Restrictive housing does little to
address these root causes of riots. Instead, its use proceeds from the assumption
— one not supported by research — that a certain group of inmates constitutes
the primary if not exclusive cause of riots.
Punishment. When the goal of restrictive housing is retribution, the assumption
is often that inmates experience placement in such housing as punishment.
However, it is unclear precisely which theory of punishment suggests that
isolation constitutes a sanction that individuals experience as punishment or
that agrees with societal views about appropriate levels of punishment. This
observation underscores a more general issue: Punishment can consist of any
of a wide range of possibilities in prisons (e.g., restricted privileges, transfer to a
less desirable work assignment, fines, transfer to another facility). The manner in
which restrictive housing fits within this range of possibilities, or which theory
guides these possibilities, typically has not been articulated by prison systems.
More generally, systems tend not to address the following questions: How
does restrictive housing result in a desired level of retribution? What level of
retribution is desired? How much time in restrictive housing achieves that level
of retribution? A theory might shed light on such questions. The absence of such
a theory implies that restrictive housing does not achieve in any obvious way
intended levels of retribution for society or correctional systems.
The theoretical logic for how restrictive housing might achieve these and any of
its other intended goals remains uncertain. Also uncertain is the extent to which
the different assumptions underlying the logic are correct. For example, to what
extent does incarcerating security threat group (gang) leaders prevent them
from communicating with other gang members? If they are able to communicate
despite segregation, then a central theoretical argument for restrictive housing
would be undermined (Grann, 2004; Preer, 2004; Mears & Watson, 2006).
Conversely, if restrictive housing does inhibit communication, and if no
members “step up” to replace a gang leader placed in such housing, then it may
be reasonable to expect gang violence to decline. In a related vein, placing an
inmate in protective custody might reduce opportunities for victimization, but
doing so depends on at least two factors: credible information about the risk to
inmates, and other inmates not viewing protective custody as a negative signal
about that inmate’s character. In addition, protective custody itself does not target the
prison conditions that might contribute to victimization of certain inmates.
Third, credible theoretical arguments that restrictive housing worsens a range
of outcomes can be and have been articulated. A theoretical argument that
restrictive housing worsens outcomes is not necessarily accurate, any more than
the argument that restrictive housing improves outcomes. An ideal scenario for
any policy, however, is when the theoretical arguments for it rest on credible
theory and research, while the arguments against it do not. That scenario does
not characterize restrictive housing. For example, restrictive housing does little
to address known causes of inmate misconduct, recidivism, riots, or the like.
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It potentially diverts resources and attention away from approaches that may
be more effective and may create conditions that worsen inmate behavior. It
reduces opportunities for inmates in restrictive housing to receive effective drug
or mental health treatment and to maintain ties with family or friends. Use
of restrictive housing also largely precludes provision of cognitive-behavioral
counseling and other interventions that can improve inmate behavior and
reduce recidivism. In addition, the sensory deprivation and isolation from others
that occurs with restrictive housing may contribute to mental illness. In these
instances and in others, scholars have traced theoretical mechanisms through
which restrictive housing may create adverse outcomes (Sykes, 1958; McCorkle
et al., 1995; Bottoms, 1999; Kurki & Morris, 2001; Haney, 2003; Rhodes, 2004;
Irwin, 2005; King, 2005; Cloyes et al., 2006; Mears & Watson, 2006; Smith, 2006,
2008; Kupers, 2008; Kupers et al., 2009; Gawande, 2009; Shalev, 2009; Haney et
al., 2015).
Fourth, restrictive housing does not address a variety of potential causes of inmate
violence, prison disorder, gang influence, victimization of certain inmates, and
so on. Focusing in particular on systemwide safety and order, Richard Sparks
and colleagues noted that “what [special prison units] cannot do is magically
to unlock the problem of order for a prison system as a whole” (Sparks et
al., 1996:313). Some accounts depict state prison wardens as enthusiastically
embracing restrictive housing because of the control that it affords over some
inmates.7 Others, however, suggest that wardens’ views about the appropriateness
and effectiveness of restrictive housing vary (Mears, 2006; Mears & Castro, 2006;
Mears & Watson, 2006). Support for and perceptions of restrictive housing as a
solution to prison problems8 may stem from the fact that wardens often confront
and must manage extremely dangerous individuals. Yet, restrictive housing
in and of itself does not directly address the causes of a particular individual’s
behavior or, more generally, the causes of systemwide operations, safety, and
order. Accordingly, on theoretical grounds, it is unclear whether restrictive
housing can achieve many of the goals associated with it (King, 1999, 2007;
Mears & Reisig, 2006).

Theory and Its Relevance for Evaluating Implementation and Impact
Advances in the theory underlying restrictive housing are directly relevant to
evaluating its implementation and impact. For example, if restrictive housing
is expected to achieve systemwide safety and order through specific deterrence, it
should be used in such a way that this goal is achieved. That might include using
restrictive housing only for those inmates who in fact may be deterred from bad
behavior by placement in it. Similarly, if restrictive housing is expected to reduce
7

Ward and Werlich (2003:59) reported that state prison wardens who visited the federal supermax facility at
Marion, Illinois, indicated that they “had died and gone to heaven” because of the extensive control that the staff
had over inmates.

8

Lorna Rhodes (2004:36) has noted, for example, that “the dream of the perfect prison has deep historical roots.”
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gang influence, then it is important that only the most influential gang members are
placed in it. Theory identifies, too, the intermediate outcomes that may be relevant to
evaluating impact. In these and other instances, appropriate implementation requires
clarity about the goals of restrictive housing, the types of inmates for whom it is
appropriate, the “dose” of restrictive housing that may be most efficacious, and the
treatment and services that may achieve the intended goals.
Credible theory is also relevant for increasing intended benefits and reducing
unintended harms. For example, general deterrence does not require specific
lengths of stay. Accordingly, it may be that placing more inmates in restrictive
housing for short durations may be more effective than segregating fewer
inmates for longer durations. Crime theories suggest that severing inmates’ social
ties and failing to address their criminogenic needs may contribute to more
offending rather than less (Latessa et al., 2014; Mears & Cochran, 2015). From
this perspective, greater gains in reducing misconduct or recidivism may arise
either from not using restrictive housing or from combining its use with a variety
of rehabilitative interventions.
Similar illustrations exist for the other goals associated with restrictive housing.
In each instance, theory is needed that can guide evaluation of implementation
and impact. Such theory can be used to identify aspects of restrictive housing that
might be modified to maximize its beneficial impacts and minimize its harms.

Implementation
A necessary condition for restrictive housing to achieve its intended goals is that
it house appropriate inmates and be operated according to design. Typically,
full and quality implementation should be established prior to evaluating
policies and programs and estimating their impact. Otherwise, failure to achieve
intended goals may be due to poor implementation rather than poor program
design (Rossi et al., 2004; Mears, 2010). To date, however, there are no systematic
empirical accounts, by year, that document the extent to which the housing
is used according to design (King, 1999; Kurki & Morris, 2001; Shalev, 2009;
Mears & Bales, 2010; Browne et al., 2011; Katel, 2012; Mushlin, 2012; Reiter,
2012; Mears, 2013; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013; McGinnis et
al., 2014). It is therefore not possible at present to know how (if at all) restrictive
housing has contributed to the benefits or harms that have been ascribed to it.

Appropriate Implementation Depends on Goals
Determining the appropriate inmate population and operations of restrictive
housing depends entirely on the goals associated with it. The ambiguity about the
precise goals of restrictive housing — or the weighting of multiple goals — makes
such determinations difficult. In addition, many states lack clear restrictive
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housing designs or blueprints that detail the theory or causal logic that guides
its use. Such blueprints would include information about the following: specific
goals, types of inmates who warrant placement in restrictive housing, the length
of time in restrictive housing necessary to achieve the goals, and the precise
operations, services, and treatment that are collectively expected to achieve these
same goals. Ambiguity about the goals, theory, or design of restrictive housing
creates ambiguity about assessing implementation. By extension, ambiguity in
assessing the extent to which restrictive housing is used appropriately — that is,
as intended — creates ambiguity in determining how to interpret its estimated or
assumed impacts (Mears, 2006, 2008b, 2013).

Appropriate Implementation of Protocols, Rules, and Procedures
The federal government and states have protocols, rules, and procedures for
restrictive housing (National Institute of Corrections, 1997; Austin et al., 1998;
Riveland, 1999; Neal, 2003; Bruton, 2004; Collins, 2004; Mears, 2006; Shalev,
2009; Butler et al., 2012; Association of State Correctional Administrators, 2013;
U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013; McGinnis et al., 2014; Richards,
2015). A review by Kenneth McGinnis and colleagues, for example, provided
an extensive description of the Federal Bureau of Prisons’ special housing units
(McGinnis et al., 2014). They found substantial gaps in documentation assessing
whether the Bureau’s housing is used appropriately and with fidelity to its design.
The review also found that although the “general conditions of confinement in
restricted housing units are consistent with national regulations and standards,
the Bureau does not have adequate non-punitive protective custody housing
units that have equivalent levels of programs and privileges as general population
inmates.” They also found that “backlogs in inmates awaiting transfer to the
next program level negate the intent of the program design and decrease the
motivation to change behavior.” In addition, the team found that “mental health
services in restrictive housing require improvement in three specific areas:
(1) proper mental health diagnoses, (2) more effective treatment, and (3)
providing sufficient psychiatric staffing.” The team concluded that “the lack of
time parameters for completion of disciplinary hearings results in substantial
variation among facilities in the amount of time served in segregation for similar
offenses, and can result in disproportionately long sanctions” (McGinnis et al.,
2014). It is likely that comparable reviews of state prison systems would identify
similar gaps between intended and actual operations of restrictive housing
(Riveland, 1999; Briggs et al., 2003; Pizarro & Stenius, 2004; Mears, 2006, 2013;
Mears & Watson, 2006; Reiter, 2012; Labrecque, 2015b; Richards, 2015).

Appropriate Dose of Restrictive Housing
The proper amount, or dose, of any intervention or policy requires an explicit
articulation of the theory and research that justify a given level of treatment.
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Too little intervention may result in no improvement, and too much may be
unnecessary and harmful. What dose of restrictive housing is required to
protect or punish an inmate? What dose is required to deter both inmates who
experience restrictive housing (specific deterrence) and general population
inmates (general deterrence)? Finally, what dose is required to improve
systemwide safety and order, reduce gang influence, or improve correctional
system efficiency or public safety?
To date, few studies have documented the precise lengths of stay that inmates in
restrictive housing experience, the frequency of their placement in such housing,
or the percentage of all prison system inmates placed in restrictive housing at some
point or another. Those few studies suggest that terms of confinement in restrictive
housing can range from days, weeks, or months to 10 or more years; that inmates
can cycle into and out of restrictive housing repeatedly; and that prison systems
devote widely varying percentages of bed space to restrictive housing (BarakGlantz, 1983; National Institute of Corrections, 1997; King, 1999, 2007; Mears &
Bales, 2010; Reiter, 2012; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013; Beck, 2015;
Shames et al., 2015). However, no clearly articulated theory exists that establishes
the precise durations needed in restrictive housing, or the number of inmates who
need to be placed in it, to achieve its various intended goals.

Appropriate Inmates for Restrictive Housing
Whether an inmate is an appropriate candidate for restrictive housing depends
first on the goals and design of the housing. For example, if it is used for
protective custody, then inmates should be placed in restrictive housing when
they meet a predefined set of criteria that indicate they need protection that
cannot be provided through less costly or intrusive strategies. If punishment is
the goal, then only those inmates who engage in acts that warrant punishment
should be placed in restrictive housing. Not least, if restrictive housing serves
any of a range of more general managerial goals, then these goals — and the
types of inmates whose placement in restrictive housing could achieve these
goals — must be explicitly articulated . As discussed above, the varying goals
and the ambiguity in the theory or design of restrictive housing complicate
any assessment of its implementation. Some studies have described random
(representative) samples or non-random (nonrepresentative) samples of inmates in
restrictive housing, as well as reports about the characteristics of individuals in such
housing (Suedfeld, 1974; Suedfeld et al., 1982; Haney, 2003; Mears & Castro, 2006;
Mears & Watson, 2006; Shalev, 2009; Mears & Bales, 2010; Reiter, 2012; O’Keefe et
al., 2013; McGinnis et al., 2014; Baumgartel et al., 2014; Beck, 2015; Helmus, 2015;
Labrecque, 2015; Richards, 2015). These studies do not, however, establish clearly
whether appropriate inmates have been placed into restrictive housing.
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Perhaps the only clear area of agreement in the literature is that nuisance inmates
and the seriously mentally ill should not reside in restrictive housing. Yet,
nuisance inmates clearly can and do get placed in restrictive housing (Riveland,
1999; Lovell et al., 2000; Kurki & Morris, 2001; Pizarro & Stenius, 2004; Mears,
2006, 2013; O’Keefe, 2008; Shalev, 2009; Browne et al., 2011; Richards, 2015), as
do seemingly large numbers of inmates with serious mental disorders (Kurki &
Morris, 2001; Haney, 2003; Cloyes et al., 2006; Mears, 2006; Smith, 2006, 2008;
Kupers, 2008; Lovell, 2008; O’Keefe, 2008; Kupers et al., 2009; Shalev, 2009;
O’Keefe et al., 2011; Beck, 2015; Richards, 2015). The precise prevalence of
nuisance inmates or the seriously mentally ill in restrictive housing — by state
and over time — is unknown. However, a large number of studies and reviews
have found that many inmates who are not appropriate for restrictive housing
reside in it and may do so for extended periods of time, suggesting that facilities
may not be using restrictive housing as an option of last resort (Riveland, 1999;
Lovell, et al., 2000; DeMaio, 2001; Kurki & Morris, 2001; Haney, 2003; Pizarro &
Stenius, 2004; Cloyes et al., 2006; Mears, 2006, 2013; Smith, 2006; Kupers, 2008;
Lovell, 2008; Kupers et al., 2009; Shalev. 2009; Mears & Bales, 2010; Browne et al.,
2011; O’Keefe et al., 2011; Baumgartel et al., 2015; Beck, 2015; Labrecque, 2015a;
Richards, 2015; Shames et al., 2015).

Implementation and Impact
Appropriate implementation can be viewed as an important goal in its own
right. From this perspective, state and federal prison systems ideally can provide
empirical research that documents fidelity to the protocols, rules, and procedures
for restrictive housing. Full and appropriate implementation is important, too,
for determining whether restrictive housing can or is likely to produce intended
outcomes. Accordingly, the absence of systematic empirical research on the
implementation of restrictive housing means, by extension, that it will remain
difficult to determine whether restrictive housing can be credited with achieving
the goals set forth for it.

Impacts
Research on restrictive housing impacts can be summarized briefly. First,
extant research does not provide a credible foundation on which to assert
with confidence the impacts of restrictive housing in general or in specific
prison systems. Second, few empirical studies of restrictive housing impacts
have been undertaken. Third, extant studies examine only a small number of
relevant outcomes. Fourth, these studies typically have not relied on strong
methodological designs — including the use of relevant comparison groups or
conditions — which makes it difficult to know whether restrictive housing causes
observed outcomes. Fifth, even if many credible evaluations of impacts across a
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range of outcomes existed, questions would remain about how to interpret them
because the need for and the theory and implementation of restrictive housing
have not been well established empirically. For example, if an evaluation found
that restrictive housing failed to improve systemwide safety and order, that failure
might be due to faulty design (e.g., restrictive housing simply does not work) or
poor implementation (e.g., the inmates most appropriate for such housing were
not placed in it).
Collectively, these limitations underscore the considerable need for caution in
drawing conclusions about the impacts of restrictive housing. The discussion
below identifies potential impacts, intended or not, of restrictive housing (Mears
& Watson, 2006). Because impact assessments hinge entirely on identifying the
appropriate counterfactual — that is, what would have happened had restrictive
housing not been used — this issue is discussed first. The discussion then
turns to the potential impact of restrictive housing on prison safety and order,
inmates during and after release (including re-entry to society), retribution, gang
influence, society, and prison system operations. The discussion also describes
potential impacts of not using restrictive housing when it may be needed and,
conversely, of using it when it may not be needed.

Impacts and Counterfactuals
A valid evaluation of the impact of restrictive housing requires information
about what a prison system would have done instead of using restrictive housing.
Unfortunately, it frequently is not clear what the counterfactual condition entails.
Would a prison system have continued to employ its typical array of strategies for
addressing a particular problem? Invested more in one particular strategy, such
as strategically dispersing inmates throughout the prison system? Built a new
maximum security prison? Increased treatment and rehabilitative programming?
Improved officer training? Promoted cultural change among officers and inmates?
In each instance, what the prison system would have done likely depends on
which problem it sought to solve. There might have been a greater need for
punishing inmates, protecting them, or reducing gang violence or prison riots.
Each need entails different potential sets of responses.
To further complicate the situation, researchers typically do not know what
would have happened had restrictive housing not been an option. Identifying
the relevant counterfactual requires guidance from corrections officials about
what they would have done. Consider a situation in which inmates released from
restrictive housing are compared with inmates from a prior time period who
seem to be similar in all respects but could not be placed in such housing. The
assumption here is that the prison system would have continued in a businessas-usual mode had it not built restrictive housing. That assumption might be
correct. However, officials might have invested in other strategies to address a
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particular perceived problem if they could not rely on restrictive housing. Here,
then, using “matched” inmates from a prior time period would be inappropriate.
The lack of clarity about the most appropriate or relevant counterfactual to use
when estimating restrictive housing impacts undermines almost all extant empirical
studies of the effects of restrictive housing. These studies still can and do offer
insight into the impacts of restrictive housing, but the insight ultimately is about
potential impacts as compared to a largely unknown counterfactual. This issue
also confronts any attempt to estimate the impact of reducing restrictive housing.
What is the impact of reducing the use of restrictive housing? The answer
depends greatly on what the prison system otherwise would do.

Impacts on Prison System Safety and Order
Few studies have empirically examined the effects of restrictive housing on
systemwide safety and order. A study by Howard Bidna in the 1970s found little
evidence that a lockdown of many of California’s maximum-security prisons
affected stabbings in high-security units but some evidence that it reduced
stabbings in other units (Bidna, 1975). Research by Ben Crouch and James
Marquart suggested that Texas’ use of supermax housing may have reduced
prison system homicides in the 1980s (Crouch & Marquart, 1989). Neither study
included comparison sites or examined a diverse range of measures of violence
or disorder. In what remains the strongest evaluation of supermax prison effects
to date, Chad Briggs and colleagues compared three experimental sites (Arizona,
Illinois, and Minnesota) and one comparison site (Utah) and then sought to
determine whether systemwide levels of inmate-on-inmate and inmate-on-staff
assaults declined more in the experimental sites (Briggs et al., 2003; see also
Sundt et al., 2008). Little evidence of a consistent or appreciable beneficial impact
of supermaxes surfaced; most of the analyses identified null effects, some pointed
to modest reductions in violence, and one pointed to an increase. Beyond such
studies, there exist primarily anecdotal accounts (including interviews with nonrandom samples of staff or inmates) that suggest a range of possible benefits and
possible harms (Kurki & Watson, 2001; Briggs et al., 2003; Haney, 2003; Bruton,
2004; Rhodes, 2004; Mears, 2006; Mears & Watson, 2006; Shalev, 2009; Mears,
2013; Richards, 2015; Valera & Kates-Benman, 2015).
In short, there remain almost no strong evaluations of the systemwide impacts
of restrictive housing on inmate or staff safety or on the orderly operations of
prison systems. Indeed, there are virtually no methodologically rigorous studies
that examine the effects of restrictive housing on order alone; that is, the extent
to which restrictive housing improves the amount and quality of inmate rule
compliance and the day-to-day operations of prison systems.
Some qualitative research accounts suggest that restrictive housing may be
helpful in managing a crisis, such as a prison riot (Crouch & Marquart, 1989;
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Ward & Werlich, 2003; Mears, 2008a; Austin & Irwin, 2012). However, there
remains little methodologically rigorous empirical research to support that claim
or to suggest that restrictive housing prevents riots.
Restrictive housing may seem to incapacitate inmates from contributing to
violence or disorder. However, inmates can and do affect both while in such
housing (Austin et al., 1998; Preer, 2004; Mears & Watson, 2006; Mears,
2013). On theoretical grounds, restrictive housing might contribute to
improved systemwide safety and order through incapacitation, deterrence,
and normalization of prison environments, but it might as easily worsen these
outcomes. For example, use of restrictive housing might divert resources from
more effective strategies and better prison management, and it may antagonize
inmates in restrictive housing and in other prison facilities (Briggs et al., 2003;
Mears & Reisig, 2006). Such possibilities remain largely unexamined empirically.

Impacts on Inmates While in Restrictive Housing
Considerably more research has focused on the impact of restrictive housing on
individuals while they reside in restrictive housing rather than after they leave it.
This research has tended to focus almost exclusively on mental health. A range of
outcomes is relevant to assessing the impact of restrictive housing on inmates.

Protection — Less Victimization
A goal of restrictive housing is to protect inmates from victimization. Any
such benefit depends on placing individuals most at risk of victimization in the
housing. It also depends on the duration of the placement. A temporary stay in
restrictive housing might prevent victimization during that stay, but it would do
nothing to protect the inmate upon release. Little systematic empirical research
has been undertaken to document the prevalence of restrictive housing for
the purpose of protecting an inmate, the extent to which only highly at-risk
individuals experience protective custody housing, the extent to which they are
victimized upon release, and whether the rate of victimization declined after such
custody. It may be safe to assume that certain inmates are victimized less often
while in restrictive housing. However, it is possible, if not likely, that protective
custody placement may increase victimization once the inmate is released back
into general population facilities. It is also possible that some inmates are placed
in restrictive housing under the auspices of seeking to protect them when in
reality the primary goal is to remove nuisance inmates from these facilities
(Lovell et al., 2000; Richards, 2015).

Misconduct
Inmates can and do engage in misconduct while in restrictive housing; indeed,
some accounts suggest that housing design may directly induce violent behavior
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(Austin et al., 1998; Bruton, 2004; Preer, 2004; Rhodes, 2004; Mears & Watson,
2006; King et al., 2008; Richards, 2015). The precise prevalence of misconduct
among inmates in restrictive housing is not known. It also is not known how
much the type or rate of misconduct decreases when an inmate is placed in
restrictive housing.

Mental Health
Since the 1970s, a large number of studies have suggested that restrictive housing
may harm inmates’ mental health. In fact, mental illness is substantially more
prevalent in the inmate population than in society at large (Mears, 2004; Mears &
Cochran, 2012, 2015; Prins, 2014). Accordingly, inmates with mental illness can
and do get placed in restrictive housing, despite legal challenges to this practice
(Haney, 2003; Smith, 2006; Kupers et al., 2009; Beck, 2015; Haney et al., 2015).
Whether restrictive housing causes mental illness or exacerbates existing mental
illness is less clear. On the one hand, numerous studies document that inmates
in restrictive housing have a mental illness and report that restrictive housing
appears to contribute to the illness. This view is supported by the argument
that humans fundamentally are social beings and that depriving them of social
contact for extended periods contributes to mental illness, self-harm, and
possibly suicide (Grassian, 1983; Haney, 2003; Smith, 2006; Dye, 2010; Kaba et
al., 2014; Lanes, 2015; Shames et al., 2015). On the other hand, few studies exist
that include appropriate, matched comparison groups to document the effect
of restrictive housing on inmates with mental illness relative to what otherwise
would happen to these inmates (Smith, 2006; Mears, 2008b, 2013; Gendreau &
Labrecque, 2015). An exception is a study by Maureen O’Keefe and colleagues
that found little evidence that restrictive housing caused mental illness (O’Keefe
et al., 2011, 2013). This finding was echoed by a meta-analysis of prior published
work (Gendreau & Labrecque, 2015).
The effect of restrictive housing on an inmate’s mental health likely varies
depending on a variety of factors. These factors include the extent to which
inmates actively seek placement in restrictive housing, the duration of exposure
to it, the ability of certain individuals to cope with isolation, and the conditions
of confinement, such as the availability of treatment and programming and
the quality of inmate and staff relationships (Lovell et al., 2000; Kurki &
Morris, 2001; Mears & Watson, 2006; O’Keefe et al., 2011, 2013; Mears, 2013;
O’Donnell, 2014; Gendreau & Labrecque, 2015; Morris, 2015; Richards, 2015;
Valera & Kates-Benman, 2015). The effect likely varies, too, depending on the
counterfactual condition, such as transfer to or placement in a maximumsecurity prison or mental health facility. Such possibilities have not been
subjected to empirical analysis.
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Physical Health
No systematic empirical research has been undertaken to document changes
in the physical health of individuals placed in restrictive housing. However,
confinement to a small cell likely contributes to minimal active movement or
exercise and, by extension, associated harms (Booth et al., 2012).

Participation in Rehabilitative Programming
Studies show that inmates receive little or no rehabilitative programming, and
services and treatment more generally, while in restrictive housing, and such
programming is or may be of low dose and quality (Kurki & Morris, 2001; Haney,
2003; Mears & Watson, 2006; O’Keefe et al., 2011; Gendreau & Labrecque, 2015;
Haney et al., 2015; Richards, 2015). However, the precise magnitude of difference
between programming, or its effects, in restrictive housing and the general prison
population is unknown and has not been documented for individual states or
over time.

Ties to Family, Friends, and Communities
Inmates typically fear the loss of ties to family, friends, and their home
communities (Adams, 1992). The fear is justified — few inmates receive visitors
or sustain contact with their social networks outside the prison walls (Bales &
Mears, 2008; Cochran & Mears, 2013). This separation may weaken ties to family
and contribute to inmate misconduct, recidivism, and poor re-entry outcomes
(Mears & Bales, 2008; Cochran, 2012; Mears et al., 2012; Cochran & Mears,
2013; Cochran et al., 2014; Siennick et al., 2013). Inmates in restrictive housing
typically cannot or do not receive visits or telephone calls. However, the precise
effect of restrictive housing, and its varying duration, on social ties to others
remains largely unstudied.

Risk of Misconduct and Reoffending
While inmates reside in restrictive housing, they may change in ways that
contribute to the likelihood of a specific deterrent effect upon release from
the housing. At the same time, they are unlikely to receive rehabilitative
programming, services, or treatment, which means that restrictive housing
does little to address criminogenic factors that contribute to misconduct and
recidivism. To date, however, no studies have systematically examined the change
in an inmate’s propensity to engage in misconduct from the time of entry into
restrictive housing to release from it.
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Impacts on Inmates During Re-entry Into General Population Prisons
Restrictive housing may affect inmates while they are confined to it, but it also may
affect them after they return to the general prison population. Here, again, a range
of outcomes may be relevant to evaluating the impacts of restrictive housing.

Protection — Less Victimization
There are no systematic or rigorous research studies that have documented the
effect of restrictive housing on victimization of inmates after they leave it. Some
research indicates that inmates may seek to be placed in restrictive housing
for their own safety (Lovell et al., 2000; Mears & Watson, 2006; Gendreau &
Labrecque, 2015). Indeed, it is also possible that placement in restrictive housing
may signal to other inmates that a particular inmate is vulnerable or a problem.
One inmate’s account indicates, for example, that “convicts look down on ‘checking
in [to restrictive housing]’” for protection or to detox, avoid paying a gambling
debt, or to “take a break” (Ferranti, 2015:55). It is also possible that placement
in restrictive housing may give an inmate a reputation as someone who is tough
and warrants challenging, or it may reduce the inmate’s ability to cope with other
people, thereby increasing the risk of victimization (Haney, 2003; Mears & Watson,
2006). However, no studies yet have empirically evaluated possibilities.

Misconduct
A stay in restrictive housing may deter inmates from future misconduct.
Conversely, it may antagonize them — what has been referred to as the “rage
hypothesis” (Ward & Werlich, 2003) — or increase their risk of misconduct.
Few studies have tested this idea. One study of inmates, which used a matching
design, found that short-term stays in solitary confinement as punishment did
not appear to increase infractions (Morris, 2015). The study has its limitations;
it focused on one large southern state, did not examine protective custody or
administrative management segregation, and excluded gang members and
inmates sentenced to capital punishment or life without parole. Accordingly, its
generalizability to other states or other uses of restrictive housing is unknown.
A separate study examined adult inmates in Ohio who were serving at least one
year in prison and were placed in solitary confinement for punishment. This
study, too, found no robust evidence that restrictive housing contributed to
subsequent misconduct (Labrecque, 2015).9 There was, however, some evidence
that, among mentally ill inmates and gang members, solitary confinement might
be associated with subsequent nonviolent or drug misconduct (Labrecque,
2015:113). Both studies stand out because they constitute the only studies to
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The motivation for the Morris (2015) paper stemmed in part from the fact that no published empirical study had
examined the impact of restrictive housing, among the individual inmates exposed to it, on their subsequent inprison behavior. Labrecque’s (2015) study was undertaken after the Morris (2015) study was published.
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date to employ strong research designs to examine restrictive housing effects on
misconduct. Their generalizability to other populations (e.g., inmates in restrictive
housing for non-punitive reasons or for extended periods) or states is unknown.

Mental Health
The inference from extant research is that restrictive housing may adversely
affect inmate mental health prior to and after release from restrictive housing.
However, recent work and a meta-analysis raise questions about such claims
(O’Keefe et al., 2011; Gendreau & Labrecque, 2015). Research on the effects of
restrictive housing on inmate mental health has focused primarily on the period
of time in which the inmates reside in the housing. Many studies proceed from
the assumption that restrictive housing creates near-instantaneous effects on
mental health (O’Keefe et al., 2011; Gendreau & Labrecque, 2015). The effect
of restrictive housing on subsequent in-prison mental health outcomes has not
been systematically evaluated using “apples to apples” comparisons between
inmates exposed to restrictive housing and similar inmates who were not.
Some researchers have suggested that, though restrictive housing may have
harmful effects on inmate mental health, longer exposure to restrictive housing
is required (Kupers, 2008; O’Keefe et al., 2013). Research has not examined the
range of restrictive housing stays and conditions across different populations and
prison systems using matched comparison groups to assess such possibilities.

Physical Health
Studies have not systematically evaluated the effects of restrictive housing on
inmates’ physical health during or after release from it. Some commentaries and
qualitative accounts involving nonrepresentative samples suggest that placement
in restrictive housing might lead to a greater risk of victimization after release.
For example, an inmate may have acquired or reinforced an affiliation as a gang
member while in restrictive housing, or alternatively, that inmate may have
denounced an affiliation and so exposed himself or herself as a potential snitch
(Hunt et al., 1993; Kassel, 1998; Kurki & Morris, 2001; Briggs et al., 2003; Mears
& Watson, 2006; King et al., 2008; Richards, 2015).

Participation in Rehabilitative Programming
Little is known about the extent to which inmates released from restrictive
housing engage in or receive rehabilitative programming and whether receipt
of programming varies from what it otherwise would be if inmates had not
been placed there. To the extent that restrictive housing adversely affects mental
health, there would seem to be a need for more such programming. To the
extent that it contributes to increased misconduct, inmates may be more likely
to be returned to restrictive housing, thereby reducing their opportunities for
rehabilitative intervention even more. This possibility, however, remains largely
unexamined empirically.
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Ties to Family, Friends, and Communities
Restrictive housing — particularly lengthy stays — may weaken or sever inmates’
ties to other inmates and to family members, friends, and others in their home
communities. To the extent that social ties are helpful in navigating and coping
with prison life, and that restrictive housing stays degrade these ties (Adams,
1992; Bottoms, 1999; Cochran, 2012; Mears & Cochran, 2015), inmates may
be more likely to experience adverse outcomes when they return to general
population facilities. This possibility, too, has not been examined empirically.

Risk of Reoffending
An inmate’s risk of recidivism might increase or decrease as a result of time in
restrictive housing, and this change might be greater among inmates who have
greater exposure — whether through total duration or frequency of placement —
to restrictive housing. Although several studies have examined restrictive housing
and recidivism, none has estimated changes in the risk of reoffending at the point
of release from restrictive housing to general population facilities or to society.

Impacts on Inmates During Re-entry Into Society
Recidivism
Few studies exist that use methodologically strong research designs, such as
matching analyses, to examine restrictive housing impacts on recidivism.10 One
exception is a study of supermax inmates in Washington state. David Lovell
and colleagues found that supermax incarceration was not associated with
recidivism; however, inmates released directly from supermax incarceration
were more likely to recidivate compared to inmates with supermax stays that
entailed first returning to a general inmate population facility before release
(Lovell et al., 2007). A related study of Washington state inmates that employed
a weaker research design found that restrictive housing was associated with a
greater likelihood of violent recidivism (Lovell & Johnson, 2004). Another study
examined supermax incarceration among Florida inmates. Using propensity
score matching, the study found a positive effect of supermax incarceration on
violent recidivism but no effect on general recidivism (Mears & Bales, 2009). It
also found no evidence that time in supermax housing or direct-release from it
to society exerted a greater effect on reoffending. Finally, a study by Daniel Butler
and colleagues found no significant effect of supermax housing on recidivism
(Butler et al., forthcoming, as reported in Steiner & Beard, 2015).
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The motivation for the Morris (2015) paper stemmed in part from the fact that no published empirical study had
examined the impact of restrictive housing, among the individual inmates exposed to it, on their subsequent inprison behavior. Labrecque’s (2015) study was undertaken after the Morris (2015) study was published.
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Collectively, these few studies suggest that restrictive housing may increase
violent recidivism. Whether the total duration in or timing of release from
restrictive housing matters is unclear. Indeed, the main conclusion mirrors
that for other outcomes — too few methodologically strong studies have been
conducted to state with confidence the effect of restrictive housing. Extant
studies not only are few in number, but they also do not systematically evaluate
the impact of various dimensions of restrictive housing, such as the effects of
using restrictive housing for protective custody or punishment or the potential
for effects to vary according to the characteristics of inmates or the conditions in
restrictive housing.

Employment
Prison may adversely affect the employment prospects of individuals (Mears
& Cochran, 2015). Empirical research has not systematically examined how
different types of prison experiences may differentially influence employment
outcomes upon release. Short-term stays in restrictive housing would appear,
on the face of it, to exert little appreciable effect on such outcomes. Longerterm stays, however, might do so by limiting participation in vocational and
educational programming as well as in re-entry planning. Restrictive housing
also might affect employment outcomes by adversely affecting inmates’ mental
health. Regardless, to date only one study has examined restrictive housing’s
effect on employment; it found no evidence that such housing harmed
employment after an inmate is released into society (Butler et al., forthcoming, as
reported in Steiner & Beard, 2015). It is presently unknown what would be found
in state-by-state studies of varying doses of restrictive housing and of different
approaches to the design and operation of restrictive housing.

Mental Health
Research that examines mental health outcomes among inmates during their
stays in restrictive housing has been hampered by methodological limitations,
and few studies have examined mental health outcomes among inmates after
they leave restrictive housing and return to general population facilities. No
methodologically rigorous studies have examined the long-term effects of
restrictive housing on inmate mental health during incarceration and after reentry into society.

Physical Health
No empirical research has used strong study designs to systematically examine
the impacts of restrictive housing on the physical health outcomes of inmates
when they return to society. The accounts of gang members suggest the
possibility, one not evaluated empirically, that placement in restrictive housing
may increase the risk of victimization when inmates return to society (Hunt
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et al., 1993; Kassel, 1998; Kurki & Morris, 2001; Briggs et al., 2003; Mears &
Watson, 2006; King et al., 2008; Richards, 2015).

Ties to Family, Friends, and Communities
Here, again, there is no empirical research that draws on strong methodological
research designs to estimate the effect of restrictive housing on ties to family,
friends, and communities.

Impacts on Punishment (Retribution)
One of the central justifications for, or goals of, restrictive housing is to punish
inmates (King, 1999; Riveland, 1999; Lovell et al., 2000; Kurki & Morris, 2001;
Neal, 2003; Shalev, 2009; Browne et al., 2011; Mears, 2013; Beck, 2015; Morris,
2015). Such punishment can be viewed as instrumental in promoting specific or
general deterrence. However, it also clearly has been and is viewed as a goal in
and of itself. Whether restrictive housing achieves a desired level of retribution
has not, to date, been empirically evaluated by researchers. To do so would
require an empirically based, explicitly articulated calculus of a given set of
sanctions, including restrictive housing. This type of “science of punishment” —
or, more specifically, science of retribution — has not been developed (Mears et
al., 2015:706). If applied to restrictive housing, any such science would need to
examine the amount of perceived punishment among those sent to restrictive
housing as well as the amount of perceived punishment among other inmates
and the prison administration. In so doing, it would need to take into account
the fact that some inmates may seek placement in restrictive housing, while
others may be greatly harmed by it. Without such information, the extent to
which restrictive housing achieves the goal of retribution will remain unclear —
both conceptually and empirically.

Impacts on Gang Influence
Some prison systems have used restrictive housing as a means by which to control
gangs and reduce their influence on prison operations and violence (Ralph &
Marquart, 1991; National Institute of Corrections, 1997; Ward & Werlich, 2003;
Pizarro & Stenius, 2004; Mears & Castro, 2006; Mears & Reisig, 2006; Shalev, 2009;
Mears & Watson, 2006; Naday et al., 2008; Sundt et al., 2008; Butler et al., 2012;
Reiter, 2012; Mears, 2013; McGinnis et al., 2014; Richards, 2015). To date, there
are no methodologically rigorous evaluation of the impact of restrictive housing
on gang influence. Such studies would need to examine rates of misconduct before
and after the use of restrictive housing or in relation to changes in how much it is
used, and they should address potential confounding from other strategies that
prison systems simultaneously employed to address gang activity. The latter issue is
critical because when prison systems face a crisis of any kind — such as riots or a
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dramatic increase in violence or disorder — they will employ a range of strategies.
That approach is understandable but makes it difficult to isolate the unique effects
of restrictive housing.
Existing accounts point to ways in which restrictive housing may decrease or
increase gang influence and violence. Beneficial effects may arise when restrictive
housing allows prison officials to inhibit gang leadership. Harmful effects may
arise when the leadership is replaced, new gangs emerge to fill a void, reliance on
restrictive housing distracts officials from focusing on potential root causes of
gang problems or prison violence, and so on. However, extant research has not
addressed these methodological issues and, therefore, provide little credible basis
on which to claim that restrictive housing affects gang activity in either the short
term or long term.11

Impacts on Society
Restrictive housing might benefit society by improving re-entry outcomes
and by enabling the prison system to operate more effectively and efficiently.
For example, if staff can better perform their roles and obligations and
rehabilitative programming can be better implemented, an improvement might
occur in aggregate inmate behavior and recidivism, as well as housing, mental
health, and employment outcomes (Mears & Reisig, 2006). Such benefits might
arise from improvements among inmates sent to restrictive housing or general
population inmates.
Conversely, restrictive housing may harm society by worsening outcomes for
segregated housing and general population inmates and officers.12 It might
distract officials and divert funding from the causes of the problems that
restrictive housing seeks to address such as violence, disorder, and gangs.
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Thoughtful attempts to study restrictive housing impacts on gang activity exist and paint a mixed portrait. Ward
and Werlich’s (2003) account suggests that prison wardens view restrictive housing as effective in controlling
gangs (see also Mears & Castro, 2006). Paige Ralph and James Marquart (1991) examined whether use
of Texas supermax facilities to house gang leaders affected gang violence; they found little evidence that it
did so (as compared to Austin et al., 1998). Geoffrey Hunt and colleagues (1993) interviewed ex-prisoners
who reported ways in which placing gang members in restrictive housing might increase prison violence.
One mechanism is that doing so may create a “vacuum” of power in the inmate culture that allows new and
potentially more dangerous prison gangs to emerge. The study did not directly examine systemwide effects
of restrictive housing on gang-related activity. Other empirical accounts that rely on non-random samples or
qualitative research methodologies exist and identified mixed findings (see, generally, Kassel, 1998; Bottoms,
1999; Briggs et al., 2003; Mears & Watson, 2006; Pizarro & Narag, 2008; Austin & Irwin, 2012; O’Donnell,
2014; Richards, 2015).

12

“[Solitary confinement] is not solely a corrections issue; the overwhelming majority of people incarcerated will be
released, and the impact of long periods of isolation on their health, employability, and future life chances will be
felt in the families and communities to which they return. It is important to understand the health impacts of the
widespread use of segregation at the population level, in addition to assessing the effect of time spent in solitary
confinement on individual health outcomes” (Cloud et al., 2015:21; see also Mears, 2013).
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It also might engender a culture of abuse among officers and of defiance among
inmates. In addition, it might harm inmates’ families by eliminating or greatly
reducing contact between families and inmates. Finally, use of restrictive housing
might harm society by releasing inmates to communities who are less equipped
to succeed than they otherwise might be.
These potential benefits and harms are speculative. No systematic, methodologically
rigorous evaluations have examined their existence or magnitude. What is known
is that prison-based behavioral programs can reduce inmate misconduct and that
this benefit can be sustained during their transition into the community (French &
Gendreau, 2006). Accordingly, the benefits or harms of restrictive housing may have
effects on inmates that also extend into the community.

Impacts of Not Using Restrictive Housing When Needed
When restrictive housing may be needed but is not used, the clear risk of
harm arises. For example, if such housing serves as the only viable option for
preventing or halting a prison riot, the failure to use it — or to have it available
to use — may enable a riot to happen or lead to longer riots. Presently, there is
no clear empirical basis for establishing when or how much restrictive housing
is needed to achieve various goals. Accordingly, there is no clear basis on which
to estimate the harms that may arise from having no — or enough — restrictive
housing, or from failing to use it at all or using it in an insufficient dose to
achieve a particular goal.
This situation applies to virtually all of the goals associated with restrictive
housing. For example, if the goal is to punish inmates, there may be a
consequence of not using restrictive housing, but that consequence is not clear.
Many options exist for punishing inmates. In such a context, the only basis on
which to estimate the impacts of not having restrictive housing is to determine
precisely which punishments are available and which are appropriate for various
acts of misconduct. Prison systems may designate and follow a hierarchy
of sanctions, but that practice merely affirms a policy; it does not establish
empirically the extent to which restrictive housing is needed or, in turn, the
impacts of not employing the housing.
Similarly, if the goal is to protect certain inmates, there may be a consequence of not
having or using restrictive housing. However, the consequence cannot be established
empirically without first knowing what factors contributed to the need to protect
inmates and what other approaches can be adopted to address the problem.
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Impacts of Using Restrictive Housing When It May Not Be Needed
When restrictive housing is used but not needed, a range of potential harms may
arise, including the diversion of resources from more cost-effective approaches
to managing prison systems and inmates, creation of a culture of abuse among
officers, and emergence of a culture of inmate hostility and defiance. Other
possibilities include greater harm to officers, higher rates of mental illness among
inmates, more inmate misconduct, and worse re-entry outcomes for all inmates,
especially for those who have experienced restrictive housing. There is no
empirical research that directly identifies the extent of such harms or the extent
to which restrictive housing is not used as an option of last resort (Mears, 2013).
Studies have documented potential harms of restrictive housing, but they have
not systematically and simultaneously evaluated the range of benefits and harms
associated with its use. Accordingly, those studies primarily draw attention to a
particular benefit or harm without demonstrating the net benefit or harm relative
to a particular counterfactual (Mears & Watson, 2006).

Cost-Efficiency
Impacts alone are irrelevant if they are small, are offset by substantial financial
costs, or could be achieved more effectively through alternatives. To date, no
research documents the effect of the cost-efficiency of restrictive housing on
the overall efficiency of jails and prison systems (Lawrence & Mears, 2004;
Pizarro & Stenius, 2004; Mears, 2006, 2008b, 2013; Shalev, 2009). Two important
conceptual issues, discussed below, bear on evaluating cost-efficiency.

Restrictive Housing as Presumptive Policy or as Alternative
In the early 1980s, prior to the expansion of restrictive housing, a central policy
question was “What is the effect of increasing the use of restrictive housing?” That
question remains relevant in contemporary times. However, the widespread use of
restrictive housing also raises a related question: “What is the effect of decreasing
the use of restrictive housing?” The first question examines the effects of increasing
restrictive housing in a context where such housing is little used; the second
examines the effects of decreasing restrictive housing in a context where it is widely
used. Two implications flow from these opposing circumstances.
First, in both instances, research on the effectiveness of restrictive housing is
lacking. Second, the most relevant research question is not necessarily whether
restrictive housing should be retained until evidence emerges that more effective
and cost-efficient alternatives exist. That question makes restrictive housing
appear to constitute the presumptive policy. The equally relevant question
begins with presuming that restrictive housing constitutes an alternative to other
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policies for protecting, punishing, and managing inmates, and for achieving
prison system goals.

The Cost-Efficiency of Restrictive Housing and Other Approaches
Prison systems seek to achieve a range of goals (e.g., protecting, punishing, and
managing inmates, and creating a safe and orderly environment) that not only
minimizes harms to inmates and staff but also prepares inmates for re-entry into
society. Prison systems can employ a wide range of approaches to achieve these
goals. Approaches include —
• Better inmate classification.
• Dispersing certain inmates strategically throughout the prison system.
• Increasing and improving staff training, education, and professionalism.
• Improving inmate culture.
• Improving officer culture.
• Ensuring fair and consistent enforcement of rules.
• Implementing and using incentives to motivate inmates to comply with prison rules.
• Providing evidence-based cognitive-behavioral treatment and rehabilitative,
vocational, and educational programming.
• Structuring the prison environment and activities in ways that reduce
opportunities for misconduct and promote rule conformity and participation in
programming (DiIulio, 1987; Logan, 1993; Sparks et al., 1996; Gendreau et al.,
1997; Reisig, 1998; Bottoms, 1999; Gendreau & Keyes, 2001; Kurki & Morris,
2001; Briggs et al., 2003; Irwin, 2005; French & Gendreau, 2006; Mears, 2008a,
2008b, 2013; Pizarro & Narag, 2008; Sundt et al., 2008; Useem & Piehl, 2008;
Cullen et al., 2014; Browne et al., 2015; Wooldredge & Steiner, 2015).
How cost-efficient is each approach, or combination of approaches, to achieving
prison system goals? That question remains largely undetermined. Instead,
research documents that some approaches effectively improve certain outcomes
in certain contexts. No rigorous comparative empirical analyses of the effects of
the different approaches exist. Yet, the fact that such a diversity of approaches
exists highlights the problem of assuming that restrictive housing is needed or
that it is more effective and cost-effective than other approaches at achieving
various prison system goals.
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Critical Research Gaps and Questions
An abundance of research gaps and questions on restrictive housing have been
identified by researchers.13 Addressing them presents many opportunities to
advance science and policy. For example, knowledge about the conditions that
create safe and orderly prisons would contribute to theory and scholarship
aimed at understanding how organizations operate. It also would contribute to
corrections officials’ efforts to improve safety and order in their prison systems.
Below are some of the most critical empirical research gaps and questions that
bear directly or indirectly on efforts to understand the impacts of restrictive
housing on inmates and the institutional environment of prison systems. The
gaps and questions can be organized broadly into five categories: need, theory,
implementation, impacts, and cost-efficiency. They include, however, additional
areas that relate to restrictive housing impacts and efforts to improve the science
and policy on this housing.

Restrictive Housing Classification
Restrictive housing discussions are severely hampered by inconsistent definitions
of the housing and its design and goals. Definitions and classifications are not
correct or incorrect, but rather more or less useful. Which definitions and
classifications are most useful in ensuring that appropriate inmates are sent to
restrictive housing to achieve particular goals?

Clarification of the Goals and Need for Restrictive Housing
The goals relate directly to the need for restrictive housing. Clear goals have
ripple effects along many dimensions, including identifying appropriate inmates
for restrictive housing, the design of the housing, and its impacts. Thus, what are
the precise goals of restrictive housing? Which goals should be weighted more
heavily than others? For each goal, how many inmates fit the profile of those who
require restrictive housing?
13

A non-exhaustive listing includes the following: Cooke (1989); Ward (1995); King (1999, 2005, 2007); Rivel&
(1999); Lovell & colleagues (2000); Kurki & Morris (2001); Briggs & colleagues (2003); Henningsen & colleagues
(2003); Haney (2003); Neal (2003); Toch (2003); Ward & Werlich (2003); Pizarro & Stenius (2004); Mears
(2005, 2006, 2008a, 2008b, 2013); Cloyes et al. (2006); Mears & Castro (2006); Mears & Reisig (2006); Mears
& Watson (2006); Smith (2006, 2008); Lovell & colleagues (2007); King & colleagues (2008); Kupers (2008);
Naday & colleagues (2008); Pizarro & Narag (2008); Sundt & colleagues (2008); Kupers & colleagues (2009);
Mears & Bales (2009, 2010); Shalev (2009); Browne & colleagues (2011); Butler & colleagues (2012); Reiter
(2012); Mears & colleagues (2013); McGinnis & colleagues (2014); O’Donnell (2014); Pizarro & colleagues
(2014); Baumgartel & colleagues (2015); Cloud & colleagues (2015); Frost & Monteiro (2015); Gendreau &
Labrecque (2015); Labrecque (2015a); Morris (2015); Richards (2015); Valera & Kates-Benman (2015); U.S.
Department of Justice Work Group (2016).
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Effective Use of Steps to Reduce the Need for Restrictive Housing
Inmates do not act in isolation. Their behavior typically derives from their
individual characteristics and the settings in which they reside. Ignoring the
effects of these settings — including the composition of the inmate population
and prison conditions, programming, staffing, and management — contributes
to inmate misconduct. This in turn creates an apparent need to seek recourse
with incapacitating measures, such as restrictive housing. For any given goal
associated with restrictive housing, to what extent have other approaches for
achieving the goals been pursued? Have they been implemented well? If they have
not been pursued or implemented well, then there is likely a need for improvements
that target these approaches, rather than a need for restrictive housing.

The Theory of Restrictive Housing
The theory underlying the use of restrictive housing for any of a variety of goals
remains poorly developed, which creates missed opportunities to use, design,
and modify restrictive housing to maximize benefits and minimize harms.
What, then, are the most credible theoretical grounds on which to anticipate
that restrictive housing — or a particular design (e.g., duration, deprivations,
programming) — will improve any given outcome (e.g., reduced gang influence,
reduced violence among the most violent inmates, improved systemwide safety
and order)?

Adherence to Protocols, Rules, and Procedures
Numerous protocols, rules, and procedures guide restrictive housing operations,
in part to protect against lawsuits (Collins, 2004; Naday et al., 2008; Baumgartel
et al., 2015). To what extent do states and the federal government — and various
prison facilities — administer restrictive housing in ways that fulfill these
different operational requirements and that comport with the Constitution and
court rulings (King et al., 2008; Reiter, 2012; Mears, 2013)?

Amount and Quality of Services, Treatment, and Privileges in
Restrictive Housing
Prison systems typically purport to offer services, treatment, and some privileges
to inmates in restrictive housing. To what extent do these systems actually do so?
What is, and what affects, the amount and quality of such amenities? What is the
amount and quality of mental health counseling and treatment?
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Admissions to and Releases From Restrictive Housing
Restrictive housing operates largely in the equivalent of a black box (Mears, 2005,
2006, 2013; Butler et al., 2012). Little systematic or comprehensive empirical
analysis exists — by state or federal prison system and over time — in the
actual use of restrictive housing. Some exceptions exist. For example, a study of
Washington state inmates in restrictive housing found that they varied greatly in
their characteristics. Some had extensive histories of violence and others did not.
Approximately one-third had a serious mental illness. Many younger inmates
appeared to behave in ways that would result in their placement in intensive
management housing as a way to protect themselves. Some inmates spent little
time in restrictive housing while others spent most of their total prison stay in it
(Lovell et al., 2000).
A study of Florida supermax inmates found that 55 percent had experienced
three or more stays in supermax housing (Mears & Bales, 2010). For 44 percent
of supermax inmates, their time in restrictive housing constituted less than 15
percent of their total term of incarceration. Fourteen percent of the supermax
inmates spent more than half of their incarceration in supermax housing. One
inmate in four (28 percent) had been in supermax housing within three months
of their release to society. The study also found that younger inmates and black
inmates were more likely to be placed in supermax housing; this difference
stemmed primarily from these groups engaging in more of the behaviors that
lead to such confinement. (The study did not examine whether these inmates
were differentially managed and treated by the prison system, which could
contribute to such behavioral differences.)
A study of California supermax inmates identified similar variations and patterns
(Reiter, 2012). These included widely variable durations — ranging from months
to 10 years or more — spent in supermax housing. Other findings included
a greater likelihood that Hispanic inmates resided in restrictive housing,
approximately one-third or more of inmates being released directly from
supermax housing to the streets, and considerable variability in patterns across
supermax facilities.
In 2015, BJS released its national study of restrictive housing, which provided
a one-time snapshot of restrictive housing in 2011-2012. The report provided
more representative and extensive details about restrictive housing inmates than
has ever been published (Beck, 2015). As with the 2014 Yale/ASCA survey of
corrections administrators, the study documented considerable heterogeneity
in the inmate population in restrictive housing and the use of restrictive
housing across facilities (Baumgartel et al., 2015). Inmates who spent time in
restrictive housing were more likely to be young, lesbian, gay, or bisexual; to have
committed a violent offense; and to have a mental illness. Other studies point to
additional factors associated with restrictive housing placement, such as gang
membership, infractions, and prior stays in segregation (Motiuk & Blanchette
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2001; O’Keefe et al., 2011; McGinnis et al., 2014; Helmus, 2015). Some prisons
rarely place inmates in restrictive housing, while others do so frequently (King,
1999; Mears, 2006; Baumgartel et al., 2015).
These studies have advanced understanding about the use of restrictive housing
— including who is admitted to and released from it — but they provide only
one-time snapshots and leave many questions unaddressed. For states and the
federal government, critical questions remain to be answered. In every instance,
data are needed by year to establish changes in patterns and to explain what
accounts for variations in the use of restrictive housing over time. For example,
to what extent are policies for restrictive housing fully implemented? What are
the demographic, social, criminal, and mental and physical health characteristics
of individuals in restrictive housing? What characteristics or behaviors lead
to such confinement? What other strategies or options are pursued with these
inmates? How frequently and how long do individuals spend time there? To what
extent are admission and release processes fair? Which facilities use restrictive
housing more than others? Which inmates in restrictive housing experience
more benefits and which experience higher rates of self-injury or harm? What
factors explain variation across these different dimensions? For example,
if minorities are more likely to be in restrictive housing, what explains the
difference? How have patterns of restrictive housing use changed over time, and
what factors explain such variation?

Impacts of Restrictive Housing
For state or federal prison systems, what are the impacts of restrictive housing
for a range of outcomes? Few credible studies of impact exist, and those that do
focus on one state, point in time, or outcome. What is needed are studies that
employ rigorous research methodologies, including appropriate comparison
groups or conditions identified through matching or related procedures, that
estimate restrictive housing impacts on a range of outcomes. These include
systemwide prison safety and order, gang influence, inmate protection, perceived
and objective severity of punishment, and inmate outcomes during and after
restrictive housing (e.g., misconduct, self-injury, mental and physical health,
family ties). Also needed are reviews of inmate outcomes upon release from
restrictive housing to society (e.g., recidivism, employment, reunification with
family), as well as restrictive housing’s effects on the inmates’ families and on
public health and safety. Other outcomes to be examined include prison system
operations and staff (e.g., effects on available programming or on staff), the
effects of not using restrictive housing when it is needed, and the effects of using
restrictive housing when it is not needed.
In each instance, information is needed on the magnitude of the impacts and the
features, including the dose and timing, of restrictive housing that create them.
For example, does release directly from restrictive housing affect recidivism?
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If so, is the effect greater than that on inmates who are first transitioned from
restrictive housing to general population prison facilities before release into the
community (Lovell et al., 2007; Mears & Bales, 2009; Reiter, 2012)? Research is
also needed on how inmates perceive the experience of restrictive housing. What
aspects of the experience — such as duration, staff-inmate interactions, treatment
and services, re-entry preparation — might be changed to maximize benefits and
minimize harms (Cooke, 1989; Crouch & Marquart, 1989; Bottoms, 1999; Kurki
& Morris, 2001; Mears, 2008a, 2008b, 2013; Gendreau & Labrecque, 2015)?

Conditions Under Which Restrictive Housing Achieves Intended Goals
Impact evaluations provide an estimate of the effect of a given policy on one
or more outcomes. They do not necessarily provide insight into why exactly
the impacts arose. The more general research question, then, is: Under what
conditions does restrictive housing achieve its various intended goals? For
example, are there certain durations of exposure to restrictive housing that
must occur for inmates to be protected or for systemwide safety and order to
be increased? What percentage of inmates must be placed in restrictive housing
to halt a riot or to prevent one? Under what conditions does litigation improve
restrictive housing use and its impacts?

Conditions Under Which Unintended Harms Can Be Minimized
Restrictive housing may contribute to any of a range of unintended harms.
For example, it may worsen inmate mental health and possibly contribute to
recidivism and systemwide violence and disorder. A related question, then, is:
Under what conditions can all appreciable unintended harms be minimized
while maximizing any potential benefits?

Impacts of Duration, Frequency, and Recency of Restrictive Housing
The effect of time served in restrictive housing has gone largely unexamined.
Time served constitutes a critical issue because it directly relates to cost. Holding
inmates longer than necessary wastes scarce resources. If lengthier stays create
more benefits, then longer stays may be warranted. Conversely, if they cause
more harm, then two negative conditions occur — scarce resources are wasted
and their expenditure causes more harm than benefit.
No clear theoretical basis exists for establishing a precise amount of time in
restrictive housing that must occur to create particular outcomes. Accordingly, this
lack of theoretical basis, along with the apparent heterogeneity in time served, gives
rise to a series of questions. How long must individuals reside in restrictive housing
to achieve a particular benefit or to produce harm? What are the minimum
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durations necessary to achieve benefits? What are the effects of repeated restrictive
housing placement? What are the effects on re-entry of the recency of placement
in restrictive housing? From a more macro-level perspective, what prison-specific
or systemwide numbers or percentages of inmates must be placed in restrictive
housing to achieve particular impacts? What are the effects of dramatic increases or
decreases in the use of restrictive housing?

Cost-Efficiency of Restrictive Housing Compared to Other Approaches
Restrictive housing stands as but one of myriad approaches that prison systems
can use to achieve various goals (DiIulio, 1987; Sparks et al., 1996; Reisig, 1998;
Bottoms, 1999; Gendreau & Keyes, 2001; Toch, 2003; French & Gendreau, 2006;
King, 2007; Mears, 2008a, 2008b, 2013; Useem & Piehl, 2008; Shalev, 2009;
Browne et al., 2011; Association of State Correctional Administrators, 2013; Ross,
2013; Baumgartel et al., 2014; Browne et al., 2015; Frakes, 2015; Shames et al.,
2015). How cost-efficient is restrictive housing relative to the other approaches?
Ideally, prison systems would have credible answers to this question prior to
investing in any particular approach, including restrictive housing. When they
already have these approaches and the housing, the relevant comparison can
be challenging. What in fact is a prison system willing or able to implement?
Can it build a new maximum-security facility? Hire more staff? Invest in more
rehabilitative programming? Answers to such questions may be dictated by
political considerations or management philosophies. In such instances, costefficiency analyses should focus on comparisons to approaches or changes that
are most likely to be implemented.

Special Populations, Prison Contexts, and Restrictive Housing
Programs and policies may have different effects on certain groups or in certain
contexts (Gendreau et al., 1997; Mears, 2010, 2013; Browne et al., 2015; Morris,
2015). The same possibility holds for restrictive housing, which may have more
beneficial or harmful effects for certain groups (e.g., female inmates, inmates
with mental illness, very young or older inmates). It also may have variable
effects in different prison systems. For example, in a prison system where
inmates view correctional administrators as wielding authority in a legitimate
manner, restrictive housing may serve as a useful tool for improving safety and
order. In a system where inmates view administrators as lacking in legitimacy,
restrictive housing may serve primarily to antagonize inmates and reinforce their
unwillingness to comply with rules. In short, what are the uses and effects of
restrictive housing for different populations and prison system contexts?
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Juveniles and Restrictive Housing
The extent to which the juvenile justice system uses restrictive housing or
analogous housing is largely unknown. A study in California estimated that
“between 10-12 percent of wards were housed in units in which they were
confined to their rooms for 23 hours a day” (Krisberg, 2003:51; see, generally,
Richards, 2015). The prevalence of restrictive housing since the time of that study
or in other states, and the impact of restrictive housing on young people, their
families, or the juvenile justice system, remains largely unknown.

Jails and Restrictive Housing
The above-identified research gaps apply even more to the use of restrictive
housing in jails, about which almost no empirical research exists. One national
study found that the jail inmate population is as likely as the prison population
to be placed in restrictive housing and that inmates in jail segregation or prison
segregation share many characteristics (Beck, 2015). A study of Rikers Island,
one of the largest jails in the country, found that restrictive housing was widely
used and that its use often appeared to be inappropriate and harmful (Haney
et al., 2015). In general, though, restrictive housing in jails has not been well
studied, and it warrants attention because of the large numbers of individuals in
jails and the unique challenges that jails face.

Views and Opinions From Corrections Officers and Administrators,
Policymakers, and the Public
Restrictive housing is used in part because of the belief that the public supports
it and that correctional system officers and administrators find it necessary and
effective. Its use, too, stems from policymaker support. However, few studies have
systematically examined the views and opinions of these groups. Extant studies
suggest that uniform support for restrictive housing should not be assumed.
Corrections administrators and wardens, for example, can and do disagree about
the need for restrictive housing, its goals or effectiveness, and the conditions
under which it is needed and helpful (Wells et al., 2002; Mears & Castro, 2006;
Mears & Watson, 2006; Ferdik & McKee, 2015). Legislators, too, have varied
understandings and opinions about it (Mears, 2005, 2006; Pizarro & Narag, 2008;
Goode, 2012; Baumgartel et al., 2015). Similarly, public opinion varies. In a public
opinion study of Floridians, 80 percent of adults expressed support for supermax
housing (Mears et al., 2013). However, this support declined to 60 percent when
respondents were asked whether they supported its use if no public safety benefit
would occur. Approximately 30 percent of respondents viewed restrictive housing
as inhumane, but most (70 percent) disagreed. Views about supermax housing
varied among groups; for example, whites, men, political conservatives, and
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individuals who strongly adhered to a philosophy of punishment as retribution
were more likely to support the use of supermax incarceration.
The salience of examining the opinions of the public, prison officers and
administrators, and policymakers stems from several considerations. Since
restrictive housing constitutes an extreme form of incarceration that many view
as inhumane, public opinion should perhaps be considered (Mears et al., 2013).
Prison officers and wardens work “on the ground” and may have unique insights
about particular inmates, the factors that contribute to particular problems, and
how best to address them. Not least, policymakers may correctly or incorrectly
understand public views and the problems that prison systems face; taking
stock of the public’s or practitioner’s views thus provides a platform on which to
ensure that policymakers more fully appreciate and understand the diverse set of
considerations that attend the use of restrictive housing.
In short, how do the public, policymakers, and corrections officers and
administrators view restrictive housing? What are their opinions about the causes
of particular correctional system problems and how best to address them? What
explains variation among these groups in their support for restrictive housing,
their views about the conditions under which it may be used appropriately, and
their opinion about its effectiveness in achieving various goals?

Ethical Concerns and How They Might Be Addressed
Restrictive housing has been criticized by many different groups and
organizations, domestic and international, for being inhumane and for being
operated in a procedurally unjust manner and in ways that harm inmates
(Grassian, 1983; Kurki & Morris, 2001; Haney, 2003; Mears & Watson, 2006;
Smith, 2006; King, 2007; King et al., 2008; Shalev, 2009; Katel, 2012; Mears et
al., 2013; Amnesty International, 2014; O’Donnell, 2014; Baumgartel et al.,
2015; Cloud et al., 2015; Haney et al., 2015; Richards, 2015; Valera & KatesBenman, 2015). Although it has withstood legal scrutiny for several decades,
lawsuits continue to be filed that challenge its use on constitutional grounds and
as violating human rights (Collins, 2004; Amnesty International, 2014; Haney
et al., 2015). Research is needed that systematically takes stock of the empirical
grounds on which the ethical concerns exist. Some individuals may view restrictive
housing as fundamentally unacceptable; conversely, others may view it as a moral
imperative when inmates engage in certain activities. It is possible, however, that
such views derive from misunderstandings about the need for restrictive housing;
the theory, uses, impacts, and cost-efficiency of restrictive housing; and the variety
of alternative sanctioning and management strategies available to corrections
officials. What views, then, do various groups — the public, corrections officials,
policymakers, advocacy organizations, and so on — hold about restrictive housing?
Are their assumptions about it empirically supported? What steps can state or
federal jails or prison systems take to address objective and perceived concerns
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about the potential misuse, abuse, or harms of restrictive housing? How can they
address disparities in its use among racial and ethnic minorities or other social
and demographic groups (Mears & Bales, 2010; Reiter, 2012; Schlanger, 2013)?

How to Improve Research on Restrictive Housing
Conducting research on restrictive housing is not easy (Ward, 1995; Ward &
Werlich, 2003; Mears, 2006; Baumgartel et al., 2014; Agha, 2015). A significant
barrier to undertaking empirical studies and monitoring restrictive housing is
the limited research infrastructure in jail and prison systems. Typically, research
divisions in these settings are small and over-extended. They lack the time or
resources required to regularly monitor restrictive housing or evaluate its uses,
impacts, and efficiency; to conduct financial audits and case studies; or to survey
officers, wardens, or inmates about their views of and experiences with restrictive
housing. When outside researchers attempt to access jail or prison system data,
they frequently confront closed doors. Even when data are made available,
researchers typically confront a difficult situation — no codebook exists and the
data are complicated to understand and use.
These and other barriers create a situation in which studies of restrictive housing
necessarily either do not occur or occur rarely. In the latter instance, the studies
typically have limited usefulness because they apply to only one prison or state at
one point in time and illuminate only one particular issue. This situation can be
remedied in part through federal funding for research. However, the only longterm viable solution for regular monitoring and assessment of the uses, impacts,
and cost-efficiency of restrictive housing is to significantly increase the research
capacity of states or state correctional systems.
The situation stands out in part because of longstanding calls for greater
government accountability and evidence-based policy. Neither can occur
without empirical research that continuously monitors and evaluates jail and
prison operations. There are examples of states using the results of empirical
research to modify their approaches to restrictive housing (Goode, 2012; Agha,
2015; Browne, 2015; Frakes, 2015), and, in general, corrections officials appear
to embrace research that assists them in better understanding their facilities
and how to improve their operations and effectiveness. These examples and the
receptiveness to (useful) research, along with calls for government accountability
and evidence-based corrections, lead to the question: Why have states not
invested more in the kinds of research and research infrastructure necessary
to create and support accountability and evidence-based practice in the use of
restrictive housing?
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A “Top 10” List of Critical Research Questions That Should Be and Can Be Addressed
Few, if any, of the research gaps and questions discussed in this paper can be justified in an era
in which government accountability and evidence-based practice are promoted. Few, too, can
be investigated without a substantial infusion of funds to create the research infrastructure
necessary for monitoring and evaluating prison system operations. Even so, some research
questions can be prioritized on the basis that (1) they involve a critical concern, (2) they can
be evaluated, and (3) study results may be actionable in the near term. Any prioritization of
research questions necessarily involves subjective judgment. Even so, the importance of these
questions is reflected in the broader literature on restrictive housing.
Here, then, are 10 critical research questions that meet the above criteria and that hold
considerable potential for improving accountability and creating more effective and efficient
prison systems.
1. To what extent do states employ effective strategies for managing their prison systems and
limiting the use of restrictive housing to situations in which it is most needed?
2. What factors determine which inmates are placed in restrictive housing? To what extent is
restrictive housing placement affected by variation in officer-, warden-, or facility-specific use
of such housing? To what extent is such variation explained by inmate behavior?
3. What are the most important causes of prison violence and disorder? Compared to these
causes, what is the relative contribution of certain inmates to violence and disorder?
4. To what extent do restrictive housing placements result from a propensity among some
inmates to act violently or from poor administrative management practices or operations?
5. How effective and cost-efficient is restrictive housing relative to other approaches to managing
prisons and inmates?
6. How effective and cost-efficient is restrictive housing relative to other approaches to
punishing inmates?
7. What frequency and duration of restrictive housing create the most benefits and harms for
inmates? Which aspects of or experiences in restrictive housing contribute to these outcomes?
8. What are the characteristics of inmates who most benefit from restrictive housing? Which
inmates are most harmed by it? Why do these differences exist?
9. What are the short-term effects of restrictive housing on inmates while they are incarcerated?
What are the longer-term effects during re-entry? What is the cost-efficiency of these effects
relative to other prison management strategies or inmate sanctions?
10. To what extent do policymakers, the public, and prison administrators, staff, and officers
support the use of restrictive housing? Which factors influence their support?
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Conclusion
Although research on restrictive housing has increased in recent decades, the
overarching finding of this paper is that too little credible empirical research
exists to state with confidence the need for such housing, its effects on inmates
or prison systems, or its cost-efficiency. A balanced evaluation of the impacts of
restrictive housing requires carefully examining the need for such housing, its
implementation, its effects on inmates and other groups, its effects on the prison
system at large, and its cost-efficiency.
Many critical research gaps exist along precisely these dimensions. Indeed, there
is little about restrictive housing that has been consistently evaluated or wellevaluated using rigorous research methodologies, such as quasi-experimental
designs that identify appropriate comparison groups or conditions. If the gaps
remain unaddressed, jail and prison systems risk wasting their resources and
missing opportunities to improve inmate, staff, and public safety. If appropriately
addressed, restrictive housing policies — and jail and prison management
policies, more generally — have the potential to rest on an evidence-based
foundation. Doing so would help correctional systems to be more accountable,
effective, and efficient.
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